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Devotional Reading

The Bountifulness of God
By LEONARD GREENWAY

PSALMIST had been in great
T HE
trouble. The "cords of death" had
compassed him ; the "pains of Sheo!"
had laid hold on him. But God was
with him in that trouble. For the
people of God that makes the difference between despair and hope. "The
name of Jehovah is a strong tower;
The righteous runneth into it, and is
safe." (Proverbs 18: 10) .
"Then called I upon the name of
Jehovah ... and he saved me." How
amazingly sure and sufficient is the
grace of God in the time of urgent
needl "Cast thy burden upon Jehovah,
and he will sustain thee: He will never
suffer the righteous to be moved"
(Psalm 55:22) . Return unto thy rest,
o my soul: For Jehovah hath dealt
bountifully with thee.
How restful, how satisfying, it is to
meditate upon the goodness of God.
Nothing is better suited to quiet the
anxious heart of the believer than
the contemplation of God's loving
works and words.

"Return unto thy rest, 0 my
soul: For Jehovah hath dealt
bountifully with thee" . . .
- Psalm 116:7

laden clouds that drop fatness upon
our heads; the beauties of a sun-lit
horizon that tingles with inspiration
lik e an angel's harp; the produce that
ripens in green summer; the fruit of
crimson autumn.
Much of the beauty and wonder
in nature is hidden away, waiting to
be found. It is recorded somewhere
that Maude Royden once went into a
hall where Sir J. Arthur Thomson was
lecturing with lantern slides. She entered at the moment when he was
showing on the screen what at first
appeared to be the rose window of a
Gothic cathedral, it was so beautiful.
But she soon learned from his words
tha t it was the picture of a transverse
section of the spi ne of a sea-urchin.

Bountifulness in Creation and
Providence

In all the works of his hands, in all
the arrangements of his providence,
we can perceive a myal munificence.
All his gifts to us are kingly, and are
poured down to us with a profusion
that speaks of a Source which can
never be exhausted, and of a Hand
that is never weary. He blesses us with
powers of mind and body, with mental
endowments and spiritual qualifications, that exalt us above the beasts of
the field and that enable us to walk
amid the delights of nature with an
appreciating eye and with a thankful
heart.

Bountifulness in Grace

I t is in the economy of grace that
the riches of Divine goodness are especially manifested. We are sinners,
and by our sin we have forfeited all
right to the use and enjoyment of
God's bounties. In nature we receive
what is not ow' own. Still more so in
grace do we receive what is not our
own. The extremes of God's bountifulness are shown in the dispensation
of his mercy in Christ Jesus. By the
gift of God's Son believers receive a
new title to all the gifts of God's providence. Moreover, in the realm of grace
we receive gifts infinitely more valu-

How matchless is the work of the
sovereign Creator! The roll of golden
plains; the steeps of the mighty mountains; the array of sun, moon and
stars adorning the azure canopy; the
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able, inconceivably more precious,
than anything in the works of nature.
Hence, the a po s tIe exclaims,
"Thanks be unto God for his unspeakable gift" (2 Corinthians 9: 13).
No language can express all that is
treasured up for God's people in
Christ. He is the plant of renown, the
peaTI of great price, the Son of the
Highest, the delight of the Father, the
chiefest among ten thousand. Think
of a prince giving to the lowliest and
most unworthy of his subjects the
richest jewel in his crown. Unparalleled generosity, you say. But then
think of the Sovereign of the universe
giving his only-begotten Son to redeem a guilty race.
And how bountiful is that Son! He
is represented in Scripture in every
relation necessary for our welfare and
happiness. He is a sun and a shield, ;)
rock of defense, a master, a shepherd,
a way, a husband, a friend, a prophet,
a priest, a king. He is the physician
who heals. He is the one advocate who
has never lost a case. He is all things
unto his people and they are complete
in him. He is our guide, his Spirit is
our Comforter. He is the Captain of
our salvation. His blood cleanses us
from all sin.
Truly the Lord has dealt bountifully with us. Let us, then, not only
say that we are thankful, but let us
testify our gratitude by walking in
holiness before him.

A Meditation for Thanksgiving Day
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Christianity and Labor I

Labor's Struggle •In Great
Britain
By F. P. FUYKSCHOT

"W OULD
you be able to find
the time to contribute a series
of articles to T01'ch and TTumpet describing the history and principles of
Christian trade unionism?"
This question came to us from the
publishers of this periodical.
I have not hesitated in accepting
this invitation since I feel that the
social problem, despi te its great prominence in the United States and Canada, has u p till now not found in Christian circles the interest it deserves.
Probably this is due to the fact that
this problem presents itself on this
continent in another form and under
different circumstances than was the
case in Europe a century or . longer
ago. Over there it was the general
misery and the poverty-stricken con·
dition of the masses that aroused a
feeling of compassion and charity in
the hearts of Christian men and women, giving them a strong impulse to
help. T he working classes were seen
as "sheep without a shepherd." Here,
in the United States and Ca nada, the
employees have mighty organizations
which know, under their strong leaders, how to force their demands
through. Consequently, it seems unnecessary to support them, and often
appears necessary rather to resist
them.
In such a situation the qu estion
which sincere Christians must consid er is: "Wha t is the right a ttitude to
take toward the social problem in
these days?"

that Jesus ministered to such folk
while he was on earth. Three times in
Matthew alone we read tha t he felt
a deep compassion for the multitudes
" because they were d istressed and scattered, as sheep not having a shep·
herd" (Matt. 9:36; 14: 14; 15:32). So
Christ h ea led the sick, made the lame
to walk, and preached the Gospel to
the poor. He left this example to his
disciples, to his church, to us. Or is
there no such task any more in
wealthy America? Has the world and
the multitude changed one bit since
J esus was on earth, either in a material or spiritual respect?
The second thread is that of ju.stice
and Tighteousness .
.
How can we best help the multi·
tudes? By d eeds of charity only? When
we describe presently the history of
Christian social action we shall see
that justice did arise out of charity.
Therefore Christian compassion became a real challenge for Christian
action. To illustrate : If there are
many automobile accidents in a cer·
tain area because the roads are defective, can we limit our duty to merely
sending out the ambulance and the
wrecker, or is OLlr primary duty the
repairing and improvement of the
roads? In other words, jf social misery
is caused by sinful neglect, by evil conditions and circumstances in the
world, are we to com bat a nd improve
them, or not?
To ask these questions is to answer
them!

Golden Threads

Source of Information

There are two golden threads running through the historical pattern of
Christian social action. The first is the
thread of ChTistian chaTity and com·
passion for the needy, with respect to
both their material and spiritual
needs. From .the Scriptures we learn

Now there is but one reliable source
from which to get the information for
the construction of a better world and
for the improvement of social relationships. That SOUTee is the Bible,
the WOTd of God. Therefore only
those who are .prepared by grace to
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live up to tha t Word can show the
way and shou ld lead the way to that
better world. As Moses had to make
the tabernacle according to the pattern which was shown him on the holy
mountain, so we as disciples of Christ
must go to God to find the pattern for
human conduct as he wills it.
'-VOl'king according to that pa ttern
with such principles - that is Ch,·is·
tian social action!

19th Century Conditions
On my desk before me lies a book
written by the principal of an Amsterdam Chris tian training school for teachers. This book represents a course of
study compiled a number of years
ago designed for the use of members
of a Christian trade union. It is entitled: CouTse in Social L item.tw·e.
As such it furnishes a compilation of
Netherlands social literature, covering about seven centuries (from the
13th to the 20th). Once you have
started to read this volume you can
hardly stop from devouring it all in
one sitting.
On every page the black misery of
the poor is described. '-Vho are " the
poor"? Especially with the advent of
the machine age they were the labor·
ing classes. During the last century
(the 19th) in the Netherlands one did
not speak merely of such as "workers"
but rather, a nd commonly, of the
"destitute workers." Destitu te, needy,
poor - those were the adjectives inseparably connected with the laborer.
vVe find that to be the case not only
in Du tch literature bu t also in the
literature of other countries. The wellknown Charles Dickens d escribes in
David Coppe1field those weak a nd
wrecked persons, at the mercy of a
cruel social set-up which he knew
personally. Victor Hugo, called the
master of the French novelists, wrote
his Les M isem.b les · (The Miserable
Ones) in 1862. By reading these books
we get an insight into the destruction
which took place in the lives of creatures made by God as caused by sinful conditions in socie ty.

In order to determine the spirit of
the 19th century in which the Christian trade union movement had its
roots I want, first of all, to make a few
general remarks regarding the phil-
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osophy of the 18th and 19th centuries.
After that our second main purpose
will be to give a brief outline of the
economic and social situation in those
European countries in which Chris·
tian social action was begun. "

The Enlightenment
The 18th century is the age of the
philosophy of the En'lightenment (Die
Autklaerung), a philosophy which
did away with God and with religion.
Reason, human thinking had no need
of religion, said the men of "the Enlightenment movement. For n either
by perception of the senses nor by
revelation is true knowledge possibl e.
The truth is produced only in the way
of human thinking. Man's rational
spirit can and will reveal the substantial meaning of things and the world.
This type of rationalism,! which we
can only indicate here, had a great influence throughout the 19th century.
It destroyed Christian faith, saturated
the churches, slaying its thousands
spiritually. It had the great and terrible French Revolution as a consequence. As"a result of its undermining
of the Christian faith it produced a
rationalist 19th century with the awfu l motto: "No God and No Master!"
(ni Dieu ni maitre).
Rationalism had also a great influence in economics, which is that
branch of science dealing with the
conditions and laws affecting the production, distribution, and consumption of goods and wealth_ So we see
the development of the Physiocratic
School and the Manchester School in
economics, both borrowing their ideas
from the same individualistic idea of
natural law as preached by the French
Encyclopedists. Especially the theories
of Adam Smith and his followersthe classical or liberal school in economics  had an alldominating influence on economic science and practise. In such thought the starting point
was the socalled "economic man"
(homo oeconomicus),2 that is, the
theory that men always act according
to and because of economic consider1The theory that reason is a source of knowledge in
itself, superior to and independent of sense percep tions or revelation.
~Sce
in this issue "The Christian Rejection of Economic Man" by W. Stanford Reid .

ations, as dictated by their own selfinterests.

there was freedom of labor and free
competition .

Although this homo oeconomicus
is a niere "creation of the mind, the
idea represented by this term was and
is of farreaching significance. In terms
of this interpretation we get the slog"an: Everyone knows his own best
interest, everyone seeks his own interest, everyone knows best, therefore,
how to protect his own interest. If
only we let everything go its own
natural course (laissel' taire, laisser
passe?-) we will get to a perfect world.
Natural law will straighten out everything inevitably. If these ideas are
put into effect  as they have been we get a society in which there is a
predominant striving of every man
against his neighbor with a view to
the survival of the fittest and the
perishing" of the rest. This was the
leading economic theory brought into
practise throughout the 19th century .

The guilds, however, just as any
other human institution, were composed of sinful human creatures who,
towards the end of their history especially, were inclined to abuse their
privileges. They gained great power,
in politics as well as trade. But when
gradually handicraft was replaced by
a more organized though small type
of industry the guilds did not find
ways and means to alter their regulations and methods in due time. Al ready in the 17tit and still more in
the 18th centuries they were regarded
as a nuisance by the developing
trades. By the time that the laws in
different countries were changed to
prohibit eVeTY simila?' type of association (in the name of "liberty") as a
result of the growing influence of such
new ideas as those of the Physiocrats,
the guilds were for the greater part
already dissolved. They had done an
excellent job, however, in the prosperous era which they served. We will
see presently as a contrast th e kind
of prosperity and happiness which
resulted from a philosophy which
trusted in the operations of "natural
law." Reviewing these results caused
a great Christian statesman, none
other tha n G. Groen van Prinsterer,
in 1850 to exclaim: "Is there not a
means to revive in some form"or other
the associations which have fallen un

The Social Situation in Europe
Let us now take an overall look at
the economic and socia.l sitna.tion in
Europe to see how these theories
worked out in various countries.
During the Middle Ages the rising
trades and crafts had been bound together in a system which guaranteed
sound development and brought prosperity to the populace. This was the
guild system. 3
The system existed for some four or
five centuries during which it promoted the growth of handicraft to a
high degree. The guild system was an
excellent means to create order and
law in the trades and professions and
to check abuses. Both masters and
men had no reason for complaint.
Their wages and workinghours were
fixed, and the hours, though rather
long, were spent in a quiet atmosphere
and the work itself was varied in
nature. In winter the working hours
were necessarily shortened because of
the lack of adequate lighting. The
number of holidays in which work
was suspended was  beca use of the
many church feasts large. In spite of
the existence of many regulations
3The guilds were associations of craftsmen or merchants which controlled the quality and/ or market
of their particular trade.
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It seems very strang"e indeed that
many Christians, also of supposedly
R eformed hue, who are all aglow for
missions and full of zeal for Christian
education and Christian mercy, seem
to realize absolutely nothing of the
implications of their religion in the
social realm. Perhaps it is too much to
expect of the average Christian that
he shall think his religion through in
all directions. vVe leaders have not
done much to guide them in that
respect, either. At any rate there is a
gap in our present setup, as anyone
can see. And the world today is in a
sorry mess, and the application of
Christian principles to the social
problems is sorely needed!

- .John GTitte-r -
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der the hammer-strokes of the Industrial Revolution?" - thereby referring
.to the guilds.

Great Britain
In 1769 James ""'att invented the
steam-powered engine. The discovery
.and application of this invention precipitated an industrial revolution of
undreamed of proportions. Many
other inventions in the 18th and 19th
centuries "changed the face" of industry. Especially in the textile industry, in which Great Britain had a
foremost position, many inventions
were applied which increased production considerably. As a result the
place of labor in industry was completely changed. Many workers who
had found their living in handwork
became unemployed. Sharp resistance
against the use of the machine arose
on the part of the workers who could
foresee nothing but a future of large
if not complete unemployment. Many
machines were wrecked, and only the
imposing of the most severe penalties
- even punishment by death - could
put an end to such action.
We know now that mechanical production has been a great boon so far
as the increase of production and of
higher living standards is concerned but neither the workingmen nor the
owners of the machines could foresee
that at the time of the inception of
these new methods. Resistance against
the machine abated, however, when
the establishment of new factories began to take up more workers. Fact is
that between 1750 and 1847 the Ulunber of workers in the cotton industry
in Great Britain and Ireland increased
from 8,000 to 1,500,000.
But new grievances arose which
were not to be solved easily.
The use of machines involves a new
division of labor since it calls mostly
for unskilled labor. The owners of the
machines and the factories in their
striving for higher profits hired many
women and children. In addition, the
purchase of machinery called for the
expenditure of large sums of money
which the employers were only too
eager to earn back as quickly as possible by instituting long working
hours, night and shift-work.
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No laws or regulations prohibited
these practices. Applying "natural
law" in the name of liberty (no one
should be hampered in the pursuit of
his objectives) no protection was furnished for labor whatsoever. It was
indeed "laisser fa ire, laisser passer."

"Wage Slavery"
It is to these times tha t the term
"wage slavery" is perfectly applicable.
Actually, however, the situation was
worse than in the times of actual
slavery! In those days the slave was
his master's capital with which he had
to be economical for his own selfinterest. But the British factory-owner
did not have to be economical in the
use and treatment of his workers.
Every dead worker could be replaced
by another without cost. The cotton
factories of Lancashire had a con tract
with London orphanages for the delivery of their charges to the factories.
Large numbers of these children were
regularly transported at the request of
the factory owners, and when the
children had died new shipmertts followed.

This practise was in conformity
with the theory developed by Malthus.
He wrote in his book, Essay on the
Principles of Population, that there
was an over-population of the world
which cou ld only be overcome by
applying "natural law." Misery, starvation, and other social evils would
bring the population of the world to a
lower level. Then by a sensible education of the rest the birth rate could be
reduced and the total population
would come to its "natural" level.
In 1819 a law was passed prohibiting child labor in factories below the
age of nine years. The Morals and
Health Act of 1802 limited the work
of older children to only (!) 12 hours
a day, but there was no enforcement
of the application of this law. The
captains of industry paid no heed to
these laws. The children worked from
7 a.m. to 9 p.m. right along with
adults. Industry depended on children
- without them the work could not go
on. Official reports tell us of children
aroused at two, three, four o'clock in
the morning, their sleep-drugged,
fatigue-paralyzed bodies forced to
work for ten, eleven, twelve hours.

vVomen and girls were forced to work
by night as well as day. .

Beginnings of Marxianism
It was especially these conditions
which inspired Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels to formulate their socialistic ideas. Marx and Engels spent a
large part of their life in England.
They were children of their time, and
one can understand how that they saw
but one solution: the complete annihilation of the then present society
and the establishment of an altogether
new one. Their Communist Manifesto, published in 1848, concluded
with the words: "Workers of all countries, unitel" Probably they never
dreamed that their ideas would one
time shake the nations to their very
foundations. Their call found response!

Other social reformers - of whom
we mention now only Robert Owen,
a British employer, who reduced
working hours in his own factory to
ten and one-half hours per day and
did not employ children below the
age of ten years - were moved to fight
labor conditions in England at that
time.
The workers themselves also rose to
fight against the terrible labor conditions and its subsequent misery for
them. Between the years 1800 to 1850,
roughly, Great Britain was in a state
of perpetual revolution. Strikes and
deeds of violence regularly took place.
In 1834 the Poor Law, dating from the
16th century, was abolished. This law
stipulated that the boards of the
churches in the event that employees
received wages from their . employers
below a certain standard had to pay
an allowance making up the difference. Many employers abused this
law, but it did do some good for the
workers. After the abolition of this
law the general misery of the workers
became still worse. In fact, authors of
that time say that the prevailing
misery became unbearable.
Another peoples' movement was
the strong revolutionary action of the
Chartists, who succeeded in 1839 to
take possession of the city of Birming-

(Continued on page 31)
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Book Review

Common Grace and
Christian Education
By EUGENE BRADFORD
William Masselink, Th.M., Ph.D., Th.D., Common Grace and Christian
Education. 1952. (Mimeographed, 192 pp.)
the discussion of the ComL IKELY
mon Grace question is just getting
under way. Since relatively scant attention was given the problem prior
to the monumental Gemeene Gmtie
of Abraham Kuyper, it is to be expected that considerable tim e and
much patient effort will have to be
expended before a well defined view
of Common Grace is accepted by all
the R eformed. There is no side-stepping the difficulties involved in the
fact that although in the eternal cou nsel of God some men are d amned,
God nevertheless restrains their corrupt natures, enables them to perform
civic good, and bestows the blessings
of the material world upon them .

evidently feels it his mission to
establish that a lthough Van T il does
not d eny Common Grace he nevertheless d oes serious injustice to the
doctrine.

Masselinks' great difficulty with
Van Til's view of Common Grace is
Van Til's insistence upon the absolute
ethical antithesis between God and
natural man. The antithesis, we are
tolc\, shou ld not be regarded as absolute si nce tha t would place man in a
category with the devil, deny that
there are remnants of the image of
God in fallen man, make impossible
the r estra in t of sin, and thus rule out
Common Grace (p. 74f.). Masselink
errs, however, when he identifies "abAlthough a t the outset of this review solute ethical antithesis" with "absoit must be stated frankly that Dr. Mas- lute depravity," the condition of the
selink does not face some of the di ffi- devil and those in hell. Van Til does
cu lties squarely and hence has not not teach absolute, but total, depravbrought us directly closer to a solu- ity. All agree that natural man does
tion, we none the less welcome his not know God aright. But Van Til asbook. Valuable ma terial from Kuyper, serts that, since all knowledge is interBavinck and Hepp is made available related and the mind of man is a unit,
to the reader and, what is more im- man does not even know the flowers
portant, the book is giving impetus to of the field truly unless he knows the
the discussion of Common Grace.
God who created them and of whose
nature they are expressive. Masselink,
Van Til Criticized
however, has a different view of the
The title suggests that from the noetic effect of sin. Since for him the
doctrine of Common Grace a philos- antithesis is only relative he is able to
ophy of Christian education must be assert that fallen man has some true
worked out. But before the author knowledge of God and th e world and
can do that he must first present his occupies a certain common ground
doctrine of Common Grace as learned with the regenerated ma n who truly
from Kuyper, Bavinck and Hepp. knows God and the world. It is at this
Then comes his criticism of th e point that Masselink discovers Van
moderate - Schilder, Dooyeweerd a nd Til's great "inconsistency." After menVan T il. Considerable space is de- tioning Van Til's denial of common
voted to the criticism of Van Til, and ground Masselink says that "on the
one gets the impression that it was other hand he is compelled to admit
intended to be one of the more sig- it" (p.76). It is true, of course, that
nificant parts of the book. The author Van Til acknowledges the fact that
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"non-Christians have a great d ea l of
knowledge about the world that is
true as faT as it goes" (An Introduc·
tion to Systematic Th eology, p .26).
They even know God ; they cannot
escape knowing God - his character
as well as his existence (ibid., p. 27).
But in what sense? The sense of God
is indelibly engraved upon ma n's
heart. "He knows God and he knows
himself and the world as God's creation" (ibid.). This is objective revelation to man and, as an ethical per·
son, man is compelled to react.

Sinful Suppression
But he reacts sinfully. As Romans
one tells us, man seeks to su ppress
this knowledge of God. Having d esire
to be as God, man ass umed his own
ultimacy, refused to glorify God as
God, beca me vain in his reaso nings,
and his senseless heart was darkened.
The net result is that man exchanged
the truth of God for a lie, and wor·
shipped and served the creature rather
than the Creator. Van Til tell s us
tha t "to the extent that he works according to this monistic assumption
he misinterprets all things, flowers no
less than God" (ibid .).
Hell is not on earth, however, because man is never fully consistent in
this li fe. The sense of God still weighs
him down, the works of the law arc
written on his heart. He is not yet
fully self-conscious epistemologically.
Being "without God in the world"
the natural man yet knows God. "By
virtue of their creation in God's image,
by virtue of the ineradicable sense of
deity within them and by virtue of
God's restraining general grace, those
who hate God, yet in a restricted
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sense know God and do good" (ibid.
p.28). Here is mys tery, to be sure. But
it is no mystery for God. Human
thoughts and actions have significance
- e.g., the sin of Adam was a genuine
choice; sinners dead in trespasses and
sins are yet punished for the ir rejection of Christ - because back of all
human activity is the counsel of our
God, whom we trust though we cannot comprehend. "Surely, then, it cannot be thought to be inconsistent if
we also hold that he who is reprobate
on account of some relative acts,
through the sin of Adam and the sin
of himself, as well as on account of the
counsel of God or an absolute back of
all relative acts, shall yet be considered
relatively good while he is on earth"
(ibid.). Masselink cites Scripture passages which speak of the knowledge
and civic good of the natural man,
but he pays little attention to Romans 1:18ff. and John 8:44, etc. when
he criticizes Van Til. The "relatively
good" must be seen only as existing in
the "absolu tely eviL"
The Basic Difference

The most basic difference between
Masselink and Van Til is on the matter
of epistemology. It appears that the
former does not recognize the knowing process as ethical. Van Til insists
that man must interpret God's revelation as it comes to him (Romans
I: 19). Unregenerate men interpret it
according to their own sinful bias.
"Knowing God, they glorified him not
as God ... " but "they exchanged the
truth of God for a lie." (Paul's inspired view of the antithesis is expressed in absolute terms.) Van Til
makes the distinction between the psychological and the epistemological.
Psychologically, all to whom God's
revelation comes know the u-uth. Epistemologically, the unregenerate exchange tlle truth of God for a lie.
"Psychologically there are no atheistic
men; epistemologically every sinner
is atheistic" (Common Gmce, p. 54).
Masselink regards this distinction as
leading' to skepticism (pp. 83f.).
Can we not live in the same world
with the unbeliever? Is there no common ground in any sense? May we not
go into the laboratory with an unbelieving scientist or help elect a nonChristian president? Masselink says
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"absolute ethical antithesis and civic
righteousness exclude one another"
(p. 96). He further states: "Then
logical thinking, ethical morality and
aesthetic feeling are ruled out"
(p. 97). However, he d id not thoroughly digest the writings of Van Til.
This is especially true of the last 30
pages of Common Gmce where Van
Til deals clearly and practically with
this problem. Van Til observes that
neither the "absolutely evil" reprobate
nor the "absolutely good" believer are
"epistemologically 'as self-conscious as
they will be in the future. God's favor
rests upon the reprobate and God's

..........................................
Jesus flattered no one, neither rich
nor poor, but put both in their place.
Exactly on this account Jesus occupies
so eminent a position. W ith our men
of influence you generally find either
scorn for the poor and flattery of the
rich, or abuse for the rich and flattery
for the poor. This is in conflict with
the Christian religion. Both must be
convicted of their sin. But this fact
l'emains: that Scripture, when it corrects the poor, does so much more
tenderly and gently; and in contrast,
when it calls the rich to account, uses
much harsher words. And yet our poor
also are falling away from their faith,
if they build their hopes on ail kinds
of help from the state, and not singly
on their Father who is in heaven.

-Abraham Kuypel'

disfavor r ests upon the elect to the
extent that each lacks epistemological
self-conscienciousness. In neither case
is it God's ultimate or final attitude,
but in both cases it is a real attitude"
(Common Grace, p. 92). On the last
page of his book he makes it abundantly plain that he believes that in
spite of the absolute ethical antithesis
cooperation between believers and unbelievers is possible: "It is only when
we thus press the validity of the
Christian claim at every point, that we
can easily afford to be 'generous' with
respect to the natural man and his
accomplishments. It is when we ourselves are fully self-conscious that we
can cooperate with those to whose

building we own the .title . . ;·.,Our
cooperation will be just so far as and
so far forth.lt will be cooperation so
far as the historical situation warrents" (ibid., p.95) .. --

An Abstract Logic?

The reviewer believes that Masselink's criticism of Van Til is due to a
serious weakness in his own thinking.
He does not do justice to the fact that
God's counsel is back of the apparent
paradoxes in history. In speaking of
the "contradiction" between Van Til's
absolute ethical antithesis and his
statement that the non-Christian has
some true knowledge, Masselink says:
"These two points are indeed difficult,
because accol'ding to all reason the
one excludes the other" (italics supplied, p. 95). It appears that he employs the idea of abstract logic instead
of being willing to accept the fact
that for the creature there will always
be areas of mystery since finite man
cannot comprehend the infinite God.
The section on science contains
much valuable information, though
perhaps the author's reach exceeds his
grasp. In the final section some practical implications of Common Grace
for Christian education are set forth.
There are many typographical
errors, and a number of grammatical
shortcomings. Much of the material
is monotonously repetitious.
There is a slavish dependence on
Kuyper, Bavinck, and Hepp, and the
author's air is most confident in his
criticism of Van T il and others when
he discovers them to be au t of accord
with these great theologians. Would
they not be the last to disparge the
idea of progress in theology? At times
Masselink seems to express the belief
that there remains nothing more to do
wi th regard to the doctrine of Common Grace except to apply it in the
various spheres of life. The criticisms
of Van Til not mentioned in this
review, such as the fact that he finds
the origin of Common Grace in the
covenant of works and no t in the
Noachian covenant, as well as his
treatment of the theistic proofs, indicate that Masselink does not u nderstand Van Til.
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Exegetical Study

The Knock on the Door
By JOHN VRIEND

father thrust a Bible
A BEAMING
into the hands of his son and
said, "Son, I have bought you a Bible
and, so that you won't get lost in it, I
have underlined all the Arminian
passages."
Among the passag-es underlin ed, I
have no doubt, was this one : "Behold
I stand at the door and knock: if any
man hear my voice and open the door,
I will come in to him" (Rev. 3:20).
Free·will with a vengeance! A Christ
who is check-mated until the sinner
lets him into his own putrid h eart!
Man electing God and not God electing manl Who, I wonder, is the cook
and who is the potatoes?
The gentleman who reads his Bible
with red-pencil poised in order to
pounce on error where, if, and as, he
sees it, is wrong on many points; but
his type, after all, does not occur too
often. His opposite, the "Reformed"
man whose spiritual Geiger counter
refuses to tick even in the presence of
crackling, radio-active heresies, is fast
becoming an everyday phenomenon.
It is to h elp him understand the Scriptures that this magazine is publishing
a short article on a somewhat ticklish
verse.

"I am rich . . ."
Laodicea was a knot of important
road-ways. It began to grow and to
flourish especially after the Romans
waded into Asia Minor. It thrived as
a banking center, as an industrial
center known for its wool, and as a
medical center known for its eyetherapy.
From Scripture we know that the
Christian church located at L aodicea
was an eye-sore to its Lord. It is not
hard to see why. The elders and the
deacons and everybody else in the
church were too well off to know what

was good for them. They had forgotten the advice about the camel and
the needle's eye. The fat bankers who
sat in reserved seats on Sunday had
become Babbitts sailing the g-ood ship
"Compromise" by the strongest wind
that blew_ Whizzing zeros they were,
all velocity a t the rim and dead at the
center. Smooth manipulators of strong
levers they turned out to b e, content
in their late forties to chew the cud
of commercial success. A t y pic a I
middle-class church, this Laodicea,
composed of bankers, businessmen,
oculists, a few government agents perhaps, and some favored craftsmen;
the kind of middle-class church that
lets the passionate intellectu al out
through the top and the disappointed
day-laborer out through the bottom.
One day the clerk of the consistory
received a shocking letter. It was a
letter dictated by Jesus Christ in person and transmitted by a lonely, exiled
saint whose name was John. It said: I
am nauseated because you refuse to
run a temperature over anything but
a setback in business. I am about to
turn my back on you b ecause you do
not hate what the world loves and do
not love what the worlc! hates. I h ave
almost made up my mind about you
because you say, "In a moment there
is time for decisions and revisions
which a moment can reverse." Toward
the end of the letter, the clerk noticed,
the tone was somewhat milder. If they
would come clean, the letter said, tbey
would still be saved.
"If any man open the door . . . "

And now comes the difficulty : Is
the text "Behold, I stand at the door
and knock ..." compatible with the
Reformed emphasis on the priority of
the divine thrust manward, in other
words, on election and irresistible
grace, or is it not compatible? What
comes first: God's action in the heart
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of man or man's own action? The
Reformed creeds calmly assert tha t
God's action comes first. And many
evangelicals heatedly point out that
this text in R evelation teaches the
opposite.
It must be said first that the letter
is addressed not to the world in gen eral but to a church of Christ. This
letter is simply not applicable to th e
world in general. Think of the preceding verse: "As many as I love, Ire·
prove and chasten." This is the lan guage of a father bent on th e salvation of his children, the language of
Chr ist who is both angry and hurt
over the sinful inertia of his church.

It must b e said further that the text,
though it teaches the imperative need
of repentance, does not explain by
what powe1- these people co uld hear
the voice oE Christ or admit him to
their h earts. There is no d enial here
at all of a prior operation by the
Spirit. This letter requires a change
of mind within a Spirit-born church
and not a new birth within a Satan·
controlled world. This distinction I
refuse to surrender even whi le I grant
that Satan had more than a foo t inside
the door of the Laodicean congrega·
tion.
The picture implicit in this text is
one of grea t tenderness. We see Christ
standing against (Gr., epi) the door
and pleading, " If a nybody inside the
church hears m e and opens the door,
I will have my evening meal with him
and we will have a good time together." The text certainly rules out
a cold coercion. If those people are
wrong who believe that the sinner
can unlock the treasury oE heaven
with the key of free-will, then also
those are wrong who believe th at God
bulldozes his elect into heaven. God
draws, and does not drag, th e sinner.
One might put it this way: Neither
the hyper-Calvinist who refuses to
preach the requirements of God, nor
the evangelical who refuses to preach
the sovereign grace of God, h as m astered all the moods and tenses of the
divine Word. Or to put it positively:
God's overtures a re sovereign but they
are also overtures.'
lRath er than clutter a short piece Jike this with a
dozen £ootnotcs, I shall merely name those men
whose works I h ave consulted: M eyer, Alford.
Morris. Hendriksen. Trench. Prins and Wiersinga.
Ramsay. and Greydanu s.
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Reformed Church Music I

The Desirability of a Truly
Calvinistic Church Music
By HENRY A. BRUINSMA
EFORMED theologia ns and muR sicians
alike are often placed in
an emban-assing position when they
are asked to describe the music of
their church. Their embarrassment
may, in some cases, be caused by the
poor performance of the church music
by m ediocre talent in their local congregation. However, even in those
churches which possess fine musical
talents devoted to the service of God
there are still occasions for concern
and question. For there seems to be
no set of standards for church music
to which we all may subscribe. There
is no generally accepted body of sacred songs which reflects the typical
spirit of the American Reformed
people. There is no sense of direction
for the guidance of the church in the
choice of music for worship.
It has been said tha t during the
R eformation the people sang their
way into the Protestant church. They
left the Roman Catholic Church, with
its great body of liturgical music, but
they founded another church with its
own distinctive music. The Lutherans
with their great chorales and the Calvinists with their spirited and impressive Psalm tunes had something which
brought the meaning of worship
through song in the vernacu lar closer
to the people. We must remember,
too, that even though the music of
these two grea t branches of Protestantism was different from the music of
the Roman Church, it was still music
of high quality. The music as music,
and the union of this music with the
text, created between the two elements
one work of ar t worthy of the great
message it had to convey_

Protestant Reformed Symbolism
Although Protestantism in general
has tended to de-emphas ize the reli-
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gious symbolism found in the Roman
Catholic Church, each Protestant
church has, nevertheless, developed
over the years a certain set of standards and symbols which characterize
that church in the minds of others.
Thus, some churches traditionally use
one type of architecture; some develop a distinctive liturgy; some substitute a reader for the minister; some
baptize by immersion, others by
sprinkling; some use no organ but
sing their psalms unaccompanied in
unison ; some use a particular type of
cross as their distinctive emblem; some
have a body of liturgical chants and
hymns different from all other Protestant song; each church has its own
set of doctrinal standards which sets
it apart from all others. Many of
these standards a nd symbols (mental,
aural, or visual) are the result of the
different historical development of the
churches. Others reflect the attitudes
a nd relationship of the church to its
Creator. Each church has pride in its
own distinctiveness and is jealous of
it. We of the R eformed h eritage, too,
have our traditions, our standards,
a nd our symbols. Justly proud of
them, and convin ced of the accuracy
of our position, we have no desire to
lose those symbols and standards of
our church which bes t r eflect our
background and our eternal yearning
for a closer walk with God.
Weakening influ ences h ave been at
work, however, in R eformed churches
in America from the very moment of
their transplanting. If one enters a
Reformed church in The Netherlands
h e is struck by the fac t that the worship service is quite different from
that of the Angli can, Mennonite,
Lutheran, Moravian, or Lib e ra I
churches. Not only is the exposition
of the Word by the minister different.
The co ngregation al participation in

the worship itself is different. The
congregational song, in particular, is
so different from that of the other
Dutch churches that there can be no
doubt in the mind of the casual visitor
that here, indeed, is a church which
worships God in a musical language
which is not only distinctive but
wholly satisfying to the congregation.
The music and song of the church,
based as they are on the principle of
the supremacy of the Word of God,
have truly become an integral part
of the worship. This body of believers
has developed to the point where the
church's music and the congregation's
worship are inseparable.
The Calvinists' Indifference
Something must have happened
wh en these worshippers arrived in
America_ Although Americanization
does not seem to have adversely
affected the Roman Catholic's love for
Gregorian chant, or the Lutheran's
love for the chorale, the Calvinist
seems to have neglected by choice the
traditional music of his church. The
fault does not lie with the generation
of the twentieth century. The process
of watering down our musical heritage began already in colonial days
when the early English translators,
such as Francis Hopkinson, experienced difficulty in ma tching English
verse to the unusu al meters of the
Calvinist psalm-tunes. T he trend, begun so long ago, has brought us to
the point where today many Calvinists do not know the greatness of the
music of our past, do not recognize
that music when they hear it, or openly scoff if asked to sing it.
This reaction is a natural one. Our
leaders of the present as well as of the
past have been derelict in the effort to
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preserve this art. What efforts have
been made have often been misguided. Too often our policy making
has been in the hands of well-mean·
ing individuals who have allowed
mere personal likes and dislikes,
rather than historical accuracy, to influence their judgment. There have
been some with a thorough understanding of the important historical
development of psalmody, but their
voices have too often been submerged
by the clamor for borrowing from
other sources.
The gradual disappearance of our
own great music and the substitution
for it of music from other traditions
is, in itself, not a "bad" thing. Along
with our common confessions of faith,
the language of music is one of the
grea t factors in the ecumenicity of the
church. Nevertheless, to become a
church of musical borrowers, regardless how good the thing' is which we
borrow, reveals an instability and immaturity which ill becomes a church
with the rich background that we
have. We too often forget that our
roots are much deeper than those of
the churches from which we have borrowed so much. Our river runs
directly to the spring at Geneva and
the music which belongs to our history has been fed by the blood of
martyrs. Even greater than the [act
that our music rises from the wellspring of the Reformation is the fact
that the words of these great songs
rise from the Holy Scripture itself.

Need for Serious Evaluation
It is time that we evaluate seriously
the music in our churches. Dr, Peter
Y. Dejong, in his article "The Eye or
the Ear" (Banne1·, June 20, 1952)
discusses the reI a tion of the vVord to
the preaching. That relationship is
no less important for the music of the
church, including the music of congregational song, organ playing, and
choir singing. With this in mind we
quote a few excerpts from th at article:

"The liturgical revival among Protestants has only touched the periphery
of Reformed church life until now.
Yet among us there are champions of
a new way. It is therefore more than
time that we take heed to our ways ...

We must pledge ourselves to maintaining the Reformed way of worship.

tion in worship. In what direction
shall the congregation be led?

"This is the more needful when we
remember that the preaching of the
VVord does not seem to have had the
appeal among us which it once had.
VVe also are in danger of stressing
form at the expe nse of content. Indeed, a Reformed Christian is a lover
of good form, But the form must be
the true and proper reflection of a
so und content.

The words which men, women, and
children sing are the more deeply impressed upon their hearts because of
the singing. 'Whether they are sung at
home, in the worsh ip service, or in
youth meetings, those words become
a part of the relig'ious experience.
vVhat would you have them sing?
What kind of music shall be the
veh icle for these words?

"God is still pleased to call His
people to salvation by the pure
preaching of the Word. The gate
which He uses tirst is that of the ear,
not Of the e)le." (Ital ics ours, H, B.)
The Word and Church Music
The ''''ord of God is no less important for the music of the Church than
it is for the preaching. The organist
and the choir members are all concerned with the worshipper, a nd their
activities serve to lead the congrega-

Finally, as a last concrete point, a
brief word about this state intervention. God the Lord unmi stakably instituted the basic rule for the duty of
governme nt. Government exists to arrange his justice on earth, and to
uphold that justice. To take over the
tasks of society and of the family therefore lies outside its jurisdiction. ''''ith
those it is not to meddle , But as soon
as there develops a collision from the
contact of the different spheres of
life, so that one sphere trespasses on
or violates the domain wh ich by divine ordinance belongs to the other,
then it is the God-given duty of government to validate justice as over
against m'bitmriness, and to apply
,·estmint over the physical superiority
of the stronger. What it may therefore
do in no case is to grant such assurance
of justice to one sphere and withold
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The music which we choose as the
veh icle for the Holy "Vord is a reflection of our attitud e towards that
\~ To rd,
If our hymns and anthems can
scarcely be distinguished musically
from the street songs and dance tunes
of the day we reveal a shock ing sense
of disrespect towards our God. How
sha ll we praise him?
vVe shall attempt to answer some
of these questions in succeeding articles. In the next issue we hope to
discuss something of the relationship
of form and content in church music.

it from a nother. A code for commen-e
. , , calls also for a code for labor. The
government should help labor obtain
justice, and also for labor there must
be created the possibility of independ ently orga nizing and defending its
rights. And as regards the other type
of state intervention, which consists
of the distribution of money, not of
justice, under whatever form and pre·
text, it is certain that such intervention is not excl uded in Israel's lawgiving, but it is there held to a minimum. Therefore I say that, unless you
would enervate the position of the
laboring class and destroy its natural
dynamic, always limit the material
assista nce of the state to an absolute
minimum. The continu ing we lfare of
people and of nation , and so too of
labor, lies only in powerful individual
initiative.

-Abmham Ku.yper
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eternally over all creatures" (Lord's
Day XII) . That is a beautiful way of
saying that every Christian is aprophet, a priest, and a king.
.

The Importance 01 the Organized Church IV

The Church's Offices

The Special Offices

By R. B. KUIPER
IS difficult, if not impossible, to
I Tconceive
of an organization without
officers. The church as an organization also has its officers.
Unfortunately there are in Christendom many misconceptions of the
church's offices. And with these misconceptions are bound up erroneous
views concerning the importance of
the organized church. Therefore a
study of these offices should prove
conducive to a correct evaluation of
the organized church.
The Scriptural Doctrine of
These Offices
Scripture teaches that there ' are two
kinds of offices in the church. On the
one hand there is the universal office
held by every member of the body of
Christ. On the other hand, there are
also special offices held by those who
rule the church in Christ's name.
Scriptural evidence for these two
kinds of offices is abundant. A little
of it follows.
The eleventh chapter of Numbers
relates a most interesting s tor y.
Seventy elders were chosen to assist
Moses in judging the Israelites. On
a certain day, at a certain hour, they
had to appear at the tabernacle in
order to be qualified by the Holy
Spirit for their work. Sixtyeight of
them obeyed orders and received the
gift of prophecy. The other two,
Eldad and Medad, remained in the
midst of the camp but nevertheless
were enabled by the Spirit to prophesy. Here was something irregular. A
young man ran and told Moses about
it. Joshua, Moses' servant, said : "My
lord Moses, forbid them!" But that
great man of God made a truly surprising reply. Said he: "Would God
that all the Lord's people were prophets, and that the Lord wou ld pu this
Spirit upon them!" (vs. 29) Centuries later that prophetic wish was
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translated into a prophecy by Joel.
And on the day of Pentecost, when
the Holy Spirit was poured out upon
the New Testament church, that
prophecy was fulfilled. Not merely the
apostles, but all the disciples, were
filled with the Holy Ghost and proclaimed the wonderful works of God
in many different languages. In explanation of this phenomenon Peter
said: "This is that which was spoken
by the prophet Joel: And it shall
come to pass in the last days, saith
God, I will pour out of my Spirit
upon all flesh: and your sons and
your daughters shall prophesy; and
your young men shall see visions, and
your old men shall dream dreams; and
on my servants and on my handmaidens I will pour ou t in those days
of my Spirit, and they shall prophesy"
(Acts 2: 1618) .
That passage teaches unmistakably
that everyone who through faith in
Christ is a member of his body holds
the office of prophet. No less clearly
does Scripture teach that every true
member of Christ's church is a priest
and a king. The apostle Peter told
the believers to whom he addressed
his first epistle: "Ye are a royal priesthood" (2:9). The membership of the
church constitutes a priesthood of
kings and a royalty of priests.
We conclude that the Heidelberg
Catechism is right when it first teaches
that the Son of God is called ChTist
because he is anointed with the Holy
Spirit to be our chief Prophet and
Teacher, our only High Priest and
our eternal King, and then proceeds
to give the following answer to the
question, "But why are you called a
Christian?"  Ans. "Because I am a
member of Christ by faith and thus a
partaker of his anointing, that I may
confess his Name, present myself a
living sacrifice of thankfulness to him,
and with a good and free conscience
fight against sin and the devil in this
life, and hereafter reign wi th him

Scripture also teaches that the
church has its special offices. Repeatedly Christ is spoken of as the
Head of the church. As such he rules
over the church. He does so by virtue
of his threefold office of Prophet,
Priest, and King. However, it pleases
him to exercise that rule through the
instrumentality of men whom he
clothes with authority. Thus he governs his church through some who
represent him as Prophet, through
some who represent him as Priest, and
through some who represent him as
King. The preacher of the Word holds
the prophetic office, the ruling elder
holds the kingly office, and the deacon
holds the priestly office. In passing it
may be remarked that these offices
need not always be mechanically separated from each other. For instance,
a minister may well be a ruling elder
also, and a ru ling elder may, and even
must, in certain instances teach the
Word. But the fact remains that there
are in the organized church the three
aforenamed special offices.
Of the copious Scriptural evidence
for that truth a few examples may be
given. Beyond all doubt 2 Corinthians
5:20 is applicable to ministers of the
gospel  "Now then we are ambassadors for Christ, as though God did
beseech you by us: we pray you in
Christ's stead, be ye reconciled to
God." The Pauline injunction, "Let
the elders that rule well be counted
worthy of double honor, especially
those who labor in the word and doctrine" (1 Timothy 5: 17) distinguishes
between two kinds of elders: those
who labor in the word and doctrine
and those who do not; but both are
said to rule. The apostle besought
the Thessalonians "to know them
which labor among you and are over
you in the Lord" (1 Thes. 5: 12) .
Acts 6 tells about the institution of the
office of deacon. The function of this
office is to care for the poor and
needy. In other words, it is the office
of mercy and as such represents Christ
as High Priest. Is not Christ our "merciful High Priest" (Heb. 2: 17)? Obviously the function of a priest is to
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bring sacrifices, and Scripture tells us
that "to do good and to communiGite/' the tasks of the deacon, are
"sacrifices" with which God is well
pleased (Heb. 13:16).
Corruptions of These Offices
The church of Christ has not always adhered to the plain Scriptural
teaching of the church's offices. In
fact, it has often corrupted these
offices. And it has done that in two
ways especially. On the one hand, the
special offices have been stressed to
the practical exclusion of the universal office. The Romish church, for
instance, has become guilty of that.
On the other hand, the universal office
has been emphasized to the d etriment
of the special offices. The Anabaptists
and their spiritual d escendants have
fallen into that error.
Rome makes a very sharp distinction between the clergy and the laity
and holds that the task of the clergy is
to rule, tlie business of the lai ty to be
ruled. Hence Rome is accurately described as a hierarchy, which means
,-ute by priests. In his encylical
against Modernism, issued in 1907,
Pope Pius X called it a reprehensible
error that a share in ecclesiastical
government be given to the laity. It
was in opposition to that teaching
that the sixteenthcentury reformers
insisted on the universal priesthood
of believers.
So highly does Rome exalt the special offices that it not only has greatly
multiplied them beyond the warrant
of Scripture, but actually claims for
them the divine attribu te of infallibility. It was not until 1870 that the
Vatican Cou ncil d eclared the pope
infallible in his official pronouncements on matters of faith and morals,
but that was only the logical conclusion of the ancient teaching of the
infallibility of the church's offices. For
centuries Rome had upheld the infallibility of ecclesiastical councils.
For that reason it never changes its
mind. It may receive new light from
time to time, but no doctrin e once
officially declared by the church is
ever rescinded. It is easy to see that
the dogma of ecclesiastical infallibility
leaves no room for the universal office
of believers. All that is left for the
laity is to exercise implicit faith in

the teachings of the church and implicit obedience to its commands.
In other words, Rome regards itself
as a totalitarian church. That claim
covers a grea t deal of ground. It
means, for instance, that the church
may and must govern the state. But
it also means that the church has
authority over the whole of the life
of its members  not only over their
church life, but also over every aspect
of their family and personal life. Thus
the universal office of believers is effect ively ruled out.
Anabaptislll and the Offices
The Anabaptists were the extremists among the Protestants of the R eformation period. In many instances
they went to the opposite ex treme of
Rome. And so it came to pass that
they stressed the universal office of
believers at the expense of the special

The real center of the Bible is
redemption; and to create the impression that other things in the Bible
contain any hope for humanity apart
from that is to contradict the Bible
at its root.
]. Gresham Mach en

offices in the church. As there is a
strong strain of Anabaptism in presentday Protestantism, it is not surprising that many Protestants today
underrate the special offices.
The Plymouth Brethren, followers
of John Nelson Darby, go to the
greatest extreme in this matter. Not
only do they reject clerical ordination,
they will have nothing of ecclesiastical
organization. They g'o so far as to
refuse to call the communion of believers by the name ehUl·ch.
The socalled Independent type of
church government, which is found in
such denominations as the Congregational and th e Baptist, is of Anabaptist origin. These churches are less extreme than are the Brethren, but they
too exalt the universal office to the
detriment of the special offices. For
example, almost all of them have
done away with the office of ruling
elder. Not a body of elders known as
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a session, a consistory, or what have
you, but the congregation as a whole,
attends to such ma tters as the reception and discipline of members.
Every good Protestant will insist on
what has come to be known as "the
right of private interpretation" of
Scripture. It is of the essence of Protestantism that church members are not
bound in any absolute sense by the
interpretation of the Word of God
which the church has officially adopted. Such men as Luther and Calvin ,
together with the other r eformers,
made excellent use of their right of
private interpretation. But it does
not follow by a ny manner of means
that a good Protestant will ignore the
creeds of the church. Contrariwise,
he prizes them very highly as the
produ ct by and large of the illumin ation of the historic church by the
Spirit of tru tho And yet, sad to say,
any number of selfstyled Protestants
today, while boasting of the right of
private interpretation, sneer a t the
creeds of Christendom. "No creed but
Christ" is their slogan. That is Anabaptism.
Let not the Reformed churches suppose that they have succeeded in steering clear of Anabaptist error. Fundamentalism, which is strongly Anabapttist, has begun to make inroads upon
them. One bit of evidence to that
effect is the lessening esteem in which
the special offices are held. Members
of Reformed churches sometimes ridicule the timehonored distinction between " preaching" by ordained ministers a nd "ex horting" by unordain ed
men. And I was once informed by an
aged member of a church which I
was serving as minister that he had a
great advantage over me in th e interpretation of Scripture because I could
not help being' biased by my acquaintance with the creeds of the church,
whereas he, b eing blissfully ignorant
of the creeds, was guided directly by
the Holy Spirit.
The Proper Recognition of
These Offices
The precisely proper recognition of
both the universal office and the special "Offices in th e church is a difficult
matter. The danger of emphasizing
one of these ou t of proportion to the
other is ever present. No church, I
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suppose, succeeds. in keeping them in
perfect balance. And yet it may be
asserted that the Reformed churches
come closer to doing that than do
other communions.
It must be recognized that the spe·
cial officers of the church are clothed
with juridical authority. They receive
that authority from Christ; they rep·
resent Christ; they govern the church
in Christ's name. Most assuredly, they
are not infallible, and therefore they
must be supremely careful to perform
their tasks according to Christ's precepts contained in his Word. But,
when they do that, they really act by
the authority of the Head of the
church.

The membership of a church may
not deprive the special offices of those
tasks which according to Scripture
belong to them. For example, the
administration of the sacraments is
obviously a prerogative of the special
offices. Hence it is wrong for a group
of church members to celebrate the
Lord's Supper under any other auspices. It is just as clear that missions
are a task which God has assigned to
his church as it operates through the
special offices. Therefore, except possibly under the most abnormal circumstances, missions should not be
conducted by organizations which
are independent of ecclesiastical control. In short, never may the universal
office of bel ievers be exercised in su ch
a way as to slight the special offices.
The Nature of Ecclesiastical
Authority

On the other hand, it may not be
forgotten that the authority of the
special offices is restricted in various
ways. It is only declamtive. All that
the officers are to do is to interpret,
announce and apply the laws of Christ
for h is church; never may they impose
laws of their own devising. Also, their
authority is only rniniste1·ial. In the
words of Peter, they may never lord it
over God's heritage but should be
examples to the flock (1 Pet. 3:5).
And in the words of Paul, they should
not preach themselves but Christ Jesus
the Lord, and themselves servants of
the church for Jesus' sake (2 Cor.
4:5). Again, their authority is solely
spiritual. Keys, not the sword, are the
Scriptural symbol of ecclesiastical
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authority. The officers may employ
only such spiritual. means as instruction, persuasion, reproof, if need be
excommunication, but never force. If
the special offices were not thus restricted, the universal office would
soon be crowded out. As it is, an
abundance of room is left for the
universal office.

cons are chosen. There should be societies in every church for .all its members, only ·the very young . excepted,
and every member should take an
active part in at least one of these
societies. Every church member is in
sacred duty bound to witness for the
Lord Jesus Christ by word and deed
in both friendly and hostile surroundings. Every congregation should have
If the universal office and the spea committee for environmental evancial offices are to be kept in balance,
gelism, and on that committee should
they may not be separated from each
serve, not only some who hold special
other, much less opposed to each
offices, but many others besides. Beother. On the contrary, they must be
lievers should be active in kingdom
properly related one to the other. The
activities which are not, strictly speakspecial offices then are rooted in the
ing ecclesiastical; for instance, the
universal office. Therefore no superior
founding and maintaining of Chrisperson or group of persons may force
tian institu tions of learning or mercy.
a set of officers upon a church, but the
Church members should be reminded
members themselves must f r eel y
frequently that in sacrificial giving for
choose their officers, and they are to
kingdom causes they are exercising
choose them from their own number.
the universal priesthood of believers.
Christ does indeed appoint the officers,
Over and over again they need to be
but he does it through the instrumentold that it is their business as kings
tality of his people. From that viewto fight against the devil, the world
point it is true that the government
and the flesh; and that involves fightof the church is not from the top
ing against national as well as perdown bu t from the bottom up.
sonal sins. And never may they be
permitted to forget that it is their
Need for Wider Participation
responsibility, as well as that of the
The question is in order whether elders, to make sure that only sound
in Reformed churches generally the doctrine is proclaimed from the pulmembers are sufficiently active in pit. When the believers at Berea, havtheir universal office. It may safely be ing heard the preaching of the great
said that in that respect there is room Paul, "searched the Scriptures daily,
for, and also need of, improvement in whether these things were so" (Acts
practically all churches, those of Re- 17:11), they were exercising the uniformed persuasion included. A few of versal office of believers. And the aposmany possible suggestions for im- tle, far from feeling peeved, praised
provement may be made. It is su- them for it. One of the most imporpremely impor tant that the communi- tant duties of the special offices in the
cant members of a church attend con- church is to encourage the membergregational meetings, especially those ship of the church in the exercise of
in which ministers, elders, and dea- the universal office.

In behalf of our Church we charge
you, esteemed brother, with the task
of instructing and confirming the students, who hope one day to serve in
his Church, in the knowledge of his
'''Tord. Expound to them the mysteries
of the faith; caution them against the
errors and heresies of the old bu t
especially of the new day; seek to
explain to them not only how they,
as teachers, are to instruct the sheep
of the Lord but also how they, as

pastors, are to shepherd them. Help
to maintain good order and discipline
among the students, that our seminary
may retain the respect, the devotion,
the appreciation, the love, and the
prayer of the Church. Be a pattern of
piety to them, that they may not only
profit from your learning, but also
find in you a good example of the
power and practise of true godliness.
From Form for the Installation of Professors

of TheolOgy, Christian Reformed Church .
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Popular Religious Fallacies IX

Contempt for Theology
By JOHANNES G. VOS
Note: This is the ninth of a seTies at
articles on common contempou/.1"y
viewpoints which m'e contmT)' to
orthodox Ch,·istianity.

Opposition to Creeds

In "Fundamentalist" circles dispa ragement of creeds is ex tremely common, and usually takes the form of a
false antithesis betwee n the Bible and
the creeds of the Church. "'\IVe do not
need Confessions of Faith, Catechisms
and Testimoni es," such people say;
"just give us the Bible and that will
be all we need." This opposition to
creeds has been popularized by such
slogans as "No book but the Bible ;"
" No creed but Christ;" "Christianity
is not a doctrin e but a Person." Such
slogans have a pious sound, but are
really very foolish and harmful. To
say "No creed but Christ" seems, at
first sight, to be giving great honor
and pre-eminence to Christ. But analyze the statement and its folly will
be apparent. If it is to mean anything,
we must immediately ask, what Christ?
Do we mean a m erely human Christ,
or a divine Christ? The created Christ
of Arianism, or the eternal Christ of
orthodoxy? Did he suffer and die merely as a martyr a nd example, or as a
substitute bearing the wrath and curse
of God for sinners? Did he really rise
from the dead, or does his body still
lie in the dust of Palestine? As soon
as we answer these and other ques tions
about Christ, we have a creed and a
theology - if not in written form, at
least in our mind. To attempt to
preach Christ without theology is to
leave everything in meaningless vagueness; it is to deal in mere words in stead of realities.

One reason for the contempt of
theology today is the quite prevalent
spirit of opposition to creeds. This
exists not only in "liberal" circles, but
also quite commonly among people
who believe that the Bible is the infallible Word of Goel. Among "liberals" it is a common saying that life is
more important than belief. " It doesn't
matter what you believe, so long as
your life is right" is their platform .
According to this idea we can have
the C h r i s t ian life, regardless of
whether we believe the doctrin es of

I t is absurd to represent the Bible
and the historic creeds as rivals or
enem ies of each other, as if we had to
choose one and rej ect the other. The
creed of a Church is simply a precise
statement of what tha t Church believes to be the teachin g of the Bible;
it is precisely beca use of devotion to
the Bible that creeds are necessar y.
The Bible presents not merely a collection of separate truths, but a system
of truth. It is imposs ible to study the
Bible intelligently without formulating some kind of theological system

What and Why Is Theology?

message is a messag'e about God; that
is, it is theology. And if the Church's
real message concerns God, surely it
should be a true and accurate message
about God; that is, it should be Scripturally sound theology.

HEOLOGY is the science of God,
just as geology is the science of the
earth, sociology the science of society
and biology the science of living organisms. It is strangely tru e that theology is regarded with contempt not
on ly by irreligious and worldly people,
but by large numbers of professing
Christians and church members. This
disparagement of theology may take
the form of a frank rejection of theology, or it may take the form of brushing theology off with a little faint
praise. When some person says: "Theology is important, of course, but ..."
what is usually meant is that theology
is not important and need not be
taken very seriously. Again, when
someone says of a popular mini ster:
"Of course his theology is not orthodox, but his messages are inspiring
and helpful," this is just another way
of saying that it does not matter
whether a minister's sermons are
based on truth or· not; that is, that
theology does not m atter and need not
be taken seriously.

A med ical man once sa id in my
hearing: "Theology and geolog'y are
about the same thing," meaning that
theology deals with matters as far
removed fmm everyday human concerns a nd happiness as the fossils and
rock strata of geolog),. Such prejudice
against theology is not at all uncommon. Of course, even the science of
geology is not unrelated to human
life and welfare; even geology has its
practical a pplications and uses. '\IVe
are really quite indebted to geology
for the coa l a nd fuel oil that hea t our
homes, and the gasoline that powers
our automobi les. But the doctor's remark about theology revealed not
only his contempt for theology, but
his abysmal ignorance of what theology really is. Contempt for theology
is inversely proportionate to a person's
knowledge of what theology really is;
the less a person knows about theology,
the more sure he is likely to be that
theology is "the bunk." In this article
we shall consider some of the ways
in which contempt for theology is
manifested today.

T

It is sometimes said that "Ministers
should not preach theology." This is
just another way of saying "Ministers
should not preach the truth abou t
God." For theology is simply a matter
of true and accurate knowledge about
God. If ministers are not to preach
theology, what are they to preach? If
they are not to preach the truth about
God, what message can they have beyond common sense advice on the human level? The reason why so much
contemporary preaching misses the
mark is because it is devoid, or nearly
so, of theology, and therefore consists
merely of endless exhortations to be
good and do good. The Church's real

Christianity or not. T his divorcing of
life from doctrine is of course entirely
fallaciou s. Life depends upon faith.
'!\There falsehood is believed instead
of truth, the life will be affected accordingly. Only where Christian truth
is bel ieved can there really be Christian life.
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in the mind. ' Vhere large groups of
Christian people have come to sub·
stantial agreement in their theological
system, creeds have resulted. To des·
pise creeds and theology is really to
despise the Bible on which they are
based, and the God whose revealed
truth they summarize. (Of course we
may legitimately oppose a particular
creed on the ground that it teaches
error. But what we have been dis·
cussing is not opposition to elToneous
creeds, but contempt for creeds as
such, the attitude of despising any
and all creeds.)

If those who object to the simplest
theology as " too deep" were new converts from heathenism, their attitude
would perhaps be understandable and
excusable. But usually they are people
who have been church members for
years. It is a tragedy and a shame that
there should be church members of
the type described in H ebr ews 5: 11-14.

tended as a primer for beginners. It
provides only a bare outline of the
most important truths of the Reform ed Faith; it never goes into details, and it passes by many important
tru ths entirely. In 300 years the Presbyterian Churches of the world have
lost so much ground that today the
little Shorter Catechism is commonly
regarded as the ultimate in "strong
Many adult Church members are
meat." If a minister quotes it often
grossly ignorant not only of the bibliin his preaching, his sermons are said to
cal system of doctrine, but even of the
be extremely theological. It has even
most elementary facts of Bible history.
been said that a candidate well versed
Some cannot give the date of Abrain the Shorter Catechism can easily
ham within a thousand years; cannot
pass any presbytery's examination in
tell which lived first,Elij ah or Moses;
theology I So this primer for beginners
Arrested Spiritual D evelopment
which prophesied first, Ezekiel or I saand children has come to be regarded
In Hebrews 5:11-14 the inspired iah; cannot tell even approximately as a textbook for experts. Church
writer reproves the r eaders of the when J erusalem was destroyed by the members of today may have proepistle because after having been Babylonians, and when by the Romans. gressed beyond their forefathers of
Christians long enough to have be- When people are thus ignorant of the 300 years ago in many matters, but
come teachers of others, they were basic facts of Bible history, their know- hardly in knowledge of the Scripture
still "such as have need of milk" and ledge of the Bible system of doctrine system of truth.
unable to assimilate "strong meat" or will be even more vague and sketchy.
solid food. In other words, in spite of What such people n eed is precisely
"Theological Hair-Splitting"
having been Christians for a long theology; not a little bit once in a
time, these readers had made practi- while, but a steady diet of it; first
Some people show their contempt
cally no progress in knowledge and "milk" and then more and more
for theology by referring to any exact
had r emained in a state of spiritual "strong meat" or solid food, until
discussion of doctrinal truth as "theoin fan c y. Multitudes of Christian they become religiously "of full age."
logical hair-splitting." This phrase has
The
tragedy
is
that
the
very
people
people of the present day are in the
become a bogey-ma n to many people.
same condition of arrested spiritual who need theology the most, are the
There is such a thing as "theological
development. Their meager little leas t able a nd willing to receive it.
hair-splitting," but it is ex tremely rare
stock of religious knowledge consists The very people whose religious life
at the present day. Very few Church
of a few "fundamental" truths learned is d warfed and stunted by lack of the
members have ever in their lives come
in childhood or when they were con- solid food of Scripture truth, are prein contact with it. To discuss how
vented
from
getting
what
they
need
by
verted to Christ. Through the years
many angels could sit or dance on the
prejudice
against
theology
a
foolish
they have added little or nothing to
point of a needle, or to argue about
their knowledge of God's truth; they which inhibits them from acquiring
whether faith is an active passivity or
have remained infants or children in any systematic doctrinal knowledge.
a passive activity, is theological hairknowledge, and even after years of
splitting. On the other hand, the
The Shorter Catechism
Christian profession and church memclassic example of allege d hair-splitbership, they still have to be fed with
In 1648 the Shorter Catechism of ting is the controversy in the ancient
carefully prepared "milk" because
the 'W estminster Assembly was adop- Church about the words homo-ousios
they have never learned to use solid
ted by the General Assembly of the and homoi-ousios. This has been ridifood.
Church of Scotland " to be a directory culed as a dispute about a mere trifle,
Such people will often obj ect to for catechising su ch as are of weaker just the single letter "i", the narrowest
the simplest, most elementary doc- capacity." It was intended to be a letter of the alphabetl But of all relitrinal preaching and teaching on the doctrinal primer for beginners, while gious controversies in the history of
gTound that it is "too deep." No mat- the Larger Catechism and Confession the Church, that one was the farthest
ter how simply it is presented, no of Faith were intended for "such as removed from hair-splitting. What was
matter how carefully all technical have made some proficiency in the at stake was precisely the deity of
language and obscure problems are knowledge and grounds of religion." J esus Christ. That little "i" in the
avoided, no matter how small the For its intended purpose, the Shorter Greek word made the difference bequantities in which it is served up - if Catechism has never bee n surpassed. tween saying that Christ is of the same
it is instruction in the biblical system Millions of God's people have been substance with God the Father, and
of tru th instead of mere "inspiration" guided toward a clear understanding saying that Christ is of a similar suband exhortation, some church mem- of the Scriptures by its accurate state- stance to God the Father; in other
bers will say it is "too deep" and will ments and precise definitions. But after words, whether Christ is God, or meredispose of it by calling it "theology." all, the Shorter Catechism was in- ly resem bles God.
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When a mmlster or lecturer is accused of theological hairsplitting, the
probability is that he has simply been
trying to indoctrinate the people in
the great truths of the Christian faith .
A person with a pain in the abdomen
wants his doctor to find out d efinitely
whether he has appendicitis or mere
indigestion. No one would scoff at
such a distinction as "medical hairsplitting." A city's board of health
employs technicians to test public
supplies of water, milk, etc., for the
presence of organisms that can ca use
disease. These men must be accurate
in their work, and they must have
a great fund of scientific knowledge
to perform their tasks aright. No
one ridicules their tes ts as "biological hairsplitting." We do not
brush off accurate knowledge, exact
definitions and thorough inves tigations in any other sphere than theology. But in theology all serious effort

ANTISEMITISM
That's a broad term! And it covers
a multitude of sins! And those who
flock to its banners are usually birds
of various plumage who are u nited
not for good, but united against something. They are looking for a scapegoa t, for an object upon which they
can vent their wrath. The antiSemitist
is one who closes his eyes to reality
either wilfully or under the pressure
of propaganda and tries to so lve the
snarls of politics and economics by
blaming the Jews as a race for the
ills of humanity. That was the Hitl er
technique! It is a Fascistic method I
Divert attentio n from your own failure by singling out a religiou s minority and pilloring them in the public
square or sending them off to rot in
concentration camps.
You say, "why that's undemocratic
and unAmerican!" Sure thing! bu t
that doesn' t stop America ns from being antiSemitic. We've had riots in
Chicago and Boston and New York
which are warning signals that there
is an undemocratic, fascistic elemen t

is faced with a tremendous prejudice
against accurate statement a nd precise
distinctions. Only in religion is a foggy
vagu eness preferred to a discriminating and valid knowledge; only in
religion is an atmosphere of low visibility preferred to the daylight of
clear understanding, straight thinking'
and accura te formul a tion.
The contempt of theology is a sign
of the ebb tide of biblical Christianity
today. If and when real rev iva l comes,
it wi ll be accompan ied and followed
by a new hunger and thirst for the
truth of God, a new appreciation of
theology, a new eagerness to grow in
knowl edge of the Scriptural sys tem of
doctrine. T homas Acquinas spoke
beautifully a nd truly when he sa id
tha t theology a Deo docetlt1', Deum
do cet, ad Deum ducit ("Theo logy is
taught by God, teaches about God,
and lead s to God").

in America which mu st be curbed and
controlled.
The only sure way to oppose ideas
is with ideas. You can't fi ght antiSemitism or any form of in tolerance
with counterintolerance. But we need
the pervasive power of Christian morality to overcome this law of the
jungle  this r ule of the beast  whi ch
expresses itself in an tiSemitism.
Christianity  I mea n a living faith
in a living Savior  is opposed not
only to antiSemitism but to every
form of hatred among men. For
Christianity proclaims that God has
made of one blood all the races of
the earth and it proclaims as man's
chief duty toward his fellowm an the
law of love.
The true antidote for a ntiSemitism
both h ere and in Germany is the practice of Christian principles among
men and na tions.

H enry R . Van Til
Former chaplain, U.S. Army prepared
this for the R eco n·Bea
con~
Camp Carson,
Colo. weekly.
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"F's" for Teachers

Be Friendly

How to Teach Sunday School
By MARK VANDER ARK
of the functions of our
W HICH
highly systematized society is
more elusive, more subjective, and in
the h ands of more types of people
than that of teaching? Here are persons skilled and unskilled, trained and
untrained, successful and unsuccessful,
young and old, all teachers. The day
school, the Sunday school, the catechism class, Bible study group, 4·H
clubs, musical projects, and many
others carryon at once, all r equiring
teachers. With all the specialization,
the careful division of labor, and
unioniza tion of our day, teaching
holds out the longest in defiance of
such trends toward the departmentalizing of human effort.
As far as carrying ou t the business
of the Lord is concerned, I think it
is well that this condition should prevail. Inasmuch as the decline of the
Roman Empire may be attributed to
that fact that its fighting forces became
hired specialists, so the church that
removes teaching obligations from its
members as lay workers is sure to
grow cold and inert. Yet, also in this
direction may be found, no doubt,
the explanation that teaching' is so
often fraught with discouragement
and disillusionment. When mention
is made of "F's" of teaching, you can
easily follow through a range of common experiences: from "frustration,'"
past "fear," down to "failure." You
might find it an interesting pastime
to fit other words beginning with "f"
into such a list.
How shall we meet the difficulties
of teaching? As in facing other distasteful realities of life, we can not
win by retreating from the situation,
by distorting its purposes, or by providing superficial solutions. It is a
basic to our Christian stewardship
that we face the problem squarely,
and meet the problems with head-on
attack. It is the purpose of this article
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to renew the courage of our· Christian
teachers, particularly the lay teachers
of the weekly Bible study classes, the
the Sunday Schools, etc. for the
solemn obligation they face. For the
sake of clarity, eight elements of improved teaching, all words beginning
with the same letter "f" shall be discussed.

Be Filled
The relationship of authority to
effective teaching is stated most clearly
in that sentence by which Christ's
teaching was described: "He taught
them as one having authority, and
not as the scribes." One may stop
short of placing' himself in such a
position of comparison, out of respect
for Jesus' divine personage, yet the
principle remains firmly established:
in order to teach the Bible, one must
know well its content, its purpose,
and its power. Systematic Bible study,
according to a consistent point of
view, is to be expected of every Christian, and, the first and most essential
part of the successfully taught lesson
is prepara tion by the teacher. The
teacher must himself become filled
with the lesson before h e can satisfy
others by his teaching. Not only must
h e know the material objectively, as
so many facts and r elationships, but
subjectively, the lesson must become
a part of his inmost being. The
teacher must first h ave been "filled
with the knowledge of his (Christ'S)
will, in all wisdom and spiritual understanding," as Paul states it.
Employing the means of grace
which the Lord h as placed at his
disposal, yes even required of him as
a Christian, is the way by which the
teacher prepares himself. Many fine
helps for Bible study are available.
Nor must we overlook the place of
teachers' meetings. The r eward is not
only a more successful lesson taught,
but personal gain for the teacher himself.

The scen~hift
from the quiet of
one's home to the meeting place.
Children come, boisterous and free.
There is no time now to brush upon
the lesson points, or hastily to find an
appropriate song. Now it is time to
devote full attention to the youngsters.
Friendliness will spell great difference.
To be friendly is not a superficial
gesture of a feigned smile and , a
forced remark. Friendliness is a basic
attitude, a genuine interest ' in one
another, and a vital concern for the
other's true well-being. Jesus spoke
of the disciples as his friends, and
thereby gave a definition to the word
which only a child of God can understand. Such friendship will manifest
itself outwardly, to be sure, and will
result in a positive contact with the
class, in cheerfulness and ease. It will
r eflect itself also in a long lasting
genuineness, that will weather the
storn'!!; of misunderstanding and outright lack of appreciative response.
Also the true friendliness of the
teacher will lead him to an understanding of the child as an individual,
who must be interpreted in terms of
his background and surroundings.
Most important of all, the friendly
teacher will be moved by a compassionate yearning for the eternal wellbeing of the soul of the child before
him, and will seek to nurture him
with the substance of the promises
of our h eavenly Father.

Be Firm
The time has come to start the
class. This is the time for whatever
measure of firmness is necessary to
establish good order. Establish a system, a routine if you will, for the
obvious ph Y sic a I and mechanical
needs of your class procedure. Set the
"ground rules" according to which
you and the class will expect to carry
on at the outset. Children appreciate
having the class orderly and well managed.
It is a serious mistake to expect a
class of children to function effectively
without a basic framework of authoriity provided by the teacher. That
there must be interest for learning is
true; but that such interest must be
generated for the class within the
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framewark af gaad discipline is demanstrated... ta me everyday. Ho.wever,
ance :the-class is. under way, far. the
day, ar far the seasan, then we must
aim to. have the spirit af the class
direct itself by a pasitive emphasis,
and allaw the n egative to. recede into.
the backgraund. Respect far ane
simple -rule, that ane persan may talk
at a time, is better than a lat af gaod
Tules nat enfarced.

Be Fair
The paint at which respect far individuality must give way to. the greater gaad af the group is aften difficult
to. determine. Gavernment throughaut histary has been cancerned with
this prablem, and the class raam teacher is faced daily with dilemmas af
this nature. In making aur judgments
af such cases, we are to. be guided by
the precepts and examples af the
Great Teacher himself. The Calvinist
surely remembers that great emphasis
has been given in aur creeds and writings to. the value af the individual as
a persan, created in the image and
likeness af the persanal Gad. Incidentally, in practice aur peapIe have
hardly measured up to. the standards
which our canfessians h ave set up .
Even the records af the Christian
schaal, especially in the Netherlands,
reveal unwarranted abuse af the child.
So. in aur zeal far firmness, we mu st
nat lase sight af fairness.
Recagnitian af individual differences in yaur bays and girls is necessary to. yaur fair treatment af them.
Same can learn much more easily
than athers. One can express himself
with greater ease than the ather. A
few are likely to. have warped sacial
and ematianal tendencies which invariably cause trauble in a group.
Sacial situatians resulting fram varying parental backgraunds and interests are sure to. be reflected in the
class. Befare the teacher can interpret
the actians and attitudes af the m embers af his class, he must try to. find
aut what makes them perform as
they do.. Yaur class will respand well
to. yaur abviaus intent to. deal fairly
in every instance.

Familiarize
Student reactian is nat always a
reliable criterian by which to judge

campetency o.f the teacher, and in no.
case shau ld it be the anly standard far
evaluatian. Yet it has its place. I
am impressed by the consistency with
which twa factars af teaching success
will prevail in the reactians af pupils
and students. The first has already
been discussed under the tapic af firm ness. Pupils like a teacher that can
contral the class, especially if h e can
do. so. with grace and ease. The secand
is commanly stated, "''''e learn a lat
fram him." The weekly Bible study
teacher may well take a clue from
such an attitude. ''''e must attempt to
increase far the class its degree af
familiarity with Scripture a nd its Telatia n to. the Christian life with every
lessa n we teach. Our lessans must have
real cantent, so. that samething new
and as yet unfamiliar may be added
to. that with which the pupil is a lready
familiar.
Let the lessan help the child learn
to. knaw Gad, that is, to. became familiar with him and his will. Then we
are providing spiritual nurture far
head a nd heart alike. Such teaching
and learning requires effart, study and
cancentratian. Unless the periad af
Bible study is a mental and spiritual
warkaut far pupil and teacher a like,
it has missed its gaal. No. daubt this
"ease era" has already rained telling
blaws an aur generatian by making
Bible lessans tao. easy.
Lest this appeal far applying mare
effart to. aur teaching and learning
wauld result in indiscretian, we must
be reminded af the next phase af this
matter.

Be Fitting
Actually, a whole baak af educatianal theary belangs. in this paragraph . The study af educatian seeks
to. fit the lessan to. the learner and
the learner to. the lessan. It is at this
paint that arguments abaut childcentered and subject-maner-centered
teaching arise. We have no. hes itatian
in chaasing here. By divine d ecree we
knaw that we are to. teach the Bible,
the Word af God, as subject-matter.
Jahn in his gaspel identifies the Ward
with Gad, which shauld make aur
teaching Gad·centered.
Haw shall we present this endless
subj ect? We must teach it within the
framewark af the life af the learner.
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Hence we must cansider the nature
af the learning pracess, and its grada.
tians at the variaus stages af the tatal
development af the child. The Lu·
therans, ·in ane af thei r recent Sunday
Schaal publicatians, have included a
summary af the m ental, ematianal,
and sacial characteristics af ch ildren
at several levels. Such a summary can
be af real help to teachers in making
their lessans fitting. I am sure thase
who. prepare aur lessan helps also
have these factars in mind. But much
is left to. the teacher. It is up to him
to. select his vacabulary, the basic ab·
jectives to. be taught, the specific de·
tails to. suppart thase principles, and
the appeal far decision and action,
according to the level af develapment
and life situatians af th e children be·
fare' him. That is the way Jesus taught
a nd Paul likewise presented "milk"
and nat "meat" to. "babes in Christ."
Much of this phase af yaur teaching
is realized at hame during yaur pre·
pat·atian by being filled with the sub·
ject matter at hand. The rest will
result fram skillfully raising and an·
swering questians with the members
af yaur class.

Have Fun
Use "plenty af anecdotal matter,
with which to .lighten the burden af
learning." This instructian af the pro.·
fessar to teachers af English applies
here tao.. As methods af acquiri ng
and halding the attentian af the class,
well chasen humar, carefully selected
staries af human interest, and can·
genial pleasantries are indispensable
Pictures fram baaks, ralls, 0.1' flannel·
graphs, will help in their place. Use
af variety in presentatian af the staries, including a discrete restaring to.
the dramatic, daes wanders to. heighten enthusiasm and to. clarify the abjectives saught. And we must nat aver·
laak the impartance af the timely
sacial, party, picnic, auting, ar whatever activity yau may chaase, far a
goad time af infarmality as a teacher
with yaur class. Unfartunately, these
ventures are usually made tao. big,
and hence the cantacts af pupils with
teachers became impersanal. In all,
the fundamental aptimism that the
Christian rightfully lays claim to. must
reflect itself in the cantacts we make
as teachers with aur classes.
(Continued on page 31)
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Economics and Gospel

The Christian Rejection of
Economic Man
By W. STANFORD REID

I. The Modern Attitude
fowards Economics
problems of economics are
T ODAY
pressing hard upon all of us. We
do not require the tables of a Federal
Bureau of Statistics to tell us that the
price of living is rising. All one has to
do is go to the grocery store for his
food, and discover how much less the
dollar will buy now than it would in
1939, to realize how vital "economics"
is to our welfare. At the same time
there are many theories and ideas
about how the problem should be
met; and these are being set forth in
books, pamphlets and papers on all
sides. The Communists, the Socialists,
the Liberals, the Conservatives all
have their own ideas. Each one condemns the other, while exalting his
own position. The result is that everybody is somewhat confused about
what should be done. But just because
of our present situation, and because
of this confusion it is desperately necessary for us to do some clear thinking, thinking which will bring to light
the basic problems of the whole of
our economic thought.

Yet there were always some who
were trying to deal with economic
problems or some aspects of them on
a more nonhuman, scientific basis.
Jean Bodin, William Petty and William Davenant, and others all worked
at statistics, discussed the question of
the movement of money in and out of
countries and examined bills of mortality. Yet even they never accepted
completely the idea of a mechanical
economic organization. The man who
really laid the ground work for such
a concept was Adam Smith, professor
of Moral Philosophy at G lasgow. He
took over a good many ideas already
developed, particu larly in France, and
laid down the principle that economic
affairs operated pretty much on a
mechanical basis. Let individuals seek
their own particular interests and all
would be well, the natural harmony of
all things would take care of everything. If all government controls were
removed each individual would act
in economic affairs, in the best possible way for all. A professor of Moral
Philosophy h ad made economics a
"science."
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Since this is the situation of man,
and since economics deals entirely
with material wealth, materialism is
the dominant approach to economic
problems. E con 0 m i c s is today a
science. Its findings and ideas are based
upon stacks and stacks of statistics. In
some cases economists feel that the
only way in which they can explain
their reasoning is by the use of calculus, entering into the realms of higher mathematics. Anything which is
essentially human is left out. The impOl·tant thing is that one should be
scientific in dealing with economics
which means in dealing with men.
Let us scientifically settle our economic problems and we shall then solve
all others: social, political or religious.
This is by and large the modern attitude.

II. The Christian Attitude
Towards Economics

19th Century Development
To see the nature of these basic
problems it is necessary to see the
changes which have come over economic ideas in the past two hundred
years. Economics has changed from
being a branch of moral philosophy
and ethics to being a "social science,"
what ever that may mean. In the days
of Aristotle, throughout the Middle
Ages, even down into the eighteenth
century, economic thought usually
held the position of a branch of thinking closely related to morality. Since
economics dealt with the action of
men in society it was involved in
questions of ethics and social conduct.

down certain very definite principles.
He held that all history, culture, imd
thought were determined by the form
of economic production current at
the time. Economics in this way became the basis of all human action,
the explanation of all human achievement or failure. Man became to a very
large extent the tool of material
forces. The economic man about
whom Smith had talked now became
the only type of man who h ad ever
existed. This point of view has fitted
in so well with the whole materialistic
outlook of our day, that most economists have followed the same line of
reasoning. Not long ago a prominent
economist said to the author, that
even religion was the product of economic forces. Man is the product of
economic factors which rule his life.

This point of view continued and
increased during th e nineteenth century. Malthus, an Anglican parson
who should have known better, and
Ricardo a banker, who would not
know better, worked out various principles dealing with population and
wages. These principles became "iron
laws" against which it was useless for
men to strive. Others followed in their
footsteps, although some deviated so
that man· was given credit for having
something to do with the control of
his own economic destiny. The climax,
of "s c i e n t i fie ism" however, was
reached with Karl Marx, who laid

To the Christian economic activity
is human activity. It is something
which is carried on by men in their
search not only for the necessities of
life, but in their search for ease,
wealth and, frequently, power. It is
not something which is a matter of
physical laws. For instance the Scriptures tell us that "the love of money
is the root of all evil." This is not a
scientific statement in the same sense
a chemist says that water is made up
of two parts of hydrogen to one part
oxygen. Nevertheless it is a statement
which has very strong economic overtones and is undoubtedly scientific, in
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that it is true. It brings ou t very
clearly the fact that economic action
neither arises from, nor results in
purely economic phenomena. The hu·
man will, intellect and emotions are
all involved. Therefore, one can hardly say tha t the study of economics is a
scientific study, unless we use a n altogether different m eaning for the
term scientific from that which is current.
The real reason for economics not
being a science is that in studying
economics one does not merely study
a catalogue of physical facts whose
mutual relationships ca n be tested and
measured. Rather one is studying the
action of man which from the human
point of view is so frequently completely unpredictable a nd completely
irrational. It is hard to make a science
out of such m ateri al. How often do
manufacturers put a certain commodity on the market with high hopes,
but there is no sale. On the other
hand, another manufacturer with
small hope puts a certain goods out
for sale, and is immediately swamped
with orders. Very frequently there is
no logica l or scientific explanation
for the difference. It may turn on the
coining of a happy advertising phrase
or something like tha t, which r eally
means nothing, except that it ca tches
one's attention. We laug h it off by
saying that "that is human na ture."
If that is the case, it is n ecessa ry, if
one is to know anything about ecoonmics, to know human n atu re.
Materialistic Humanism and
Christianity
It is at this point that the basic
division between modern materialistic
humanism and Christia nity must come
to light. The Christian sees man as a
being created by God as the lord of
creation. As originally constituted he
was made in the image of God, with
true knowledge, righteousness and holiness. Summed up in one phrase h e
was made with the inherent knowledge that his chief end in li fe was to
glorify and enjoy God. What is mor e,
it was not only his knowl edge, but
also his desire for he had true obedience in his heart. Consequently at
the beginning he obeyed God gladly
for this was his covenant obligation.
He was truly orien ted to his proper

point of reference and all was well,
even in the economic sphere.
T hen came sin. It wrecked eve n
if it did not completely efface the
image of God in man. The Covenan t
broken, self became ma n's god. The
result was that his domina ting outlook
on life was one of grasping and taking
for himself. He had lost all idea of his
Covenant with God, thinking instead
of his own kingship and his d esire to
glory in his own liberty. T he result
in th e field of economic action has
been continual conflict. Having for
all intents and purposes ushered God
ou t of the universe, men have thereafter turned the world into a sort of
economic Donnybrook Fair. It is only
the grace of God which has prevented
complete a nd total chaos, not only
eco nomic but also political and so·
cia l. By his restraining power h e has
held back the full outworking of sin,
through what is theologica lly known
as Common Grace. By his special redeeming grace through the influence
of the church he has influ enced men
in the direc tio n of altruism and hu ma nitarianism . As one looks back
through history one sees this only too
clearly, for it is only where Christianity has been really preached that there
has been some sort of economic equi librIum. Where there has been no
Christianity, the economic chaos a nd
conflict have been so serious as to
undermine whole civiliza tions.
T hus when one turns to moder n
explanations of economic phenomena,
one usually has a feeling that with
the current scientific approach they
are not r eall y reaching down to the
roots of the problems. True, mu ch
has been discovered abo u t the q uestion of the influence of the amount
of money in use upon tb e price of
commod ities. Much has bee n discovered about the influence of investment
upon employment and production.
And so one might go on. But after all
those are questions which li e on th e
surface. When one begins to ask fundamental qu es tions a bout economics
no answer is forthcomin g. T he economist, whether consciously or unconsciously, has assumed the ex istence of
economic man, controlled solely by
material forces. But the h ypothetical
economic man explains little. In given circumstances why do some men
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act one way and some another? "Vhy
do, men follow any particula r pattern
of ac'tion? To this there is no economi c ex planation .
Business Cycles

From the present writer's point of
view one of the most interesting questions in this connection is tbat which
strives to find the reason for business
cycles. "Vhy are there business cycles?
This is a question about 100 years old.
Many a nswers have bee n given, from
Mal thus down to Keyn es, but they
onl y seem to scratch the surface. After
co nsiderable study of the business cy·
cles in Britain during the nin eteenth
century, certain facts have become

There is n o place here fo r those
who would march in the ranks with
us because they fear that their mon ey
box is in d anger. For this is hol y
ground, and he who would walk on
it must first loose n the sandals of his
egotism. The only sound here permitted is the whisper in our ear of
the stirring and eloquent appeal of
the merciful Samal'itan. There is suffering round about you, a nd they who
suffer are your brothers, sharers of
you r na ture, of yo ur own fl esh and
your own blood. You might have been
in their place a nd they in )' 01/.1' more
pleasant position. And under these
circumstances the Gospel speaks to
you of a Redeemer of ma nkind whom
although he was rich, became poor
for yo ur sake, that he migbt make
you rich. The Gospel leads men to
kneel in adoratio n before a Child
born to us; but born in a sta ble, laid
in a manger, and wrapped in swaddling clothes ... Indeed, it tells you of
this singular Savior that before he
left this earth, he stooped before his
disciples in the garb of a slave; he
washed their feet one by one; and
then stood and said, " 1 have given you
a n example, that you should do as I
have done to yo u" (.John 13: 15) .
-AbU/.ham Ku.yper
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apparent. In the first place a boom
seems generally to have commenced
with overly optimistic promotion
wh ich soon d eveloped into straight
dishonesty. This was true whether the
boom was in Mexican mining stocks,
railways, foreign government bonds or
home industry. For a while the rise
continu ed, everybody try ing to buy
themselves into the profits, a nd many
doing so on a gambling basis of a very
wide margin. Then suddenly someone, or some group, becomes afraid,
or calculatingly decided that it was
time that things should slump. They
threw their stocks on to the market,
which thereu pon started to slip, and
a panic began with a resu lting crash.
In most of the cycles there seems to
have been little in terms of economi c
forces involved. T he dominant factor
was dishonest, greedy and naive human nature.
It seems that many of our other

econom ic problems find their explanations in exactly the same type of action. To understand them we have to
go back to human na ture, rather
than to some abstract eco nomic laws.
Eco nomic action is not governed by
mechanical principles, nor are huma n
beings by a ny means always motivated
by primarily economic desires and
objectives. The human will, the hu man intellect, the human emotions,
tainted by sin, are ultima tely the explanation of economic action. This is
the Christian position, the Christi an
explanation of economics.

III. Economic Reform
It is fa irly generally admitted today
that something is wrong with the contemporary economic organization. In
the words of Eddie Cantor's old song:
"The rich get richer a nd the poor get
poorer." Prices are rising withou t stint,
men who can make money are making
it hand over fist. On the other hand,
those who are not increasing their
wealth are sinking into grea ter poverty and difficulty. The need is for r eo
form. But what form is the re-form
to take?
The Communist says a revolution
of the proletariat is needed whereby
the working m en band together, overthrow the rich, and divide everything
equally. Then peace and plenty will
result for everyone, for the means of
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production will have passed into the
hands of society and this will make
everybody good. This of course is
the old mater ialistic line of argument.
T he free world's ru lers have another
plan. They are opposed to price controls and regulations. What they want
is taxes, more and bigger taxes, which
will bring money to the government
and will reduce spending. Consequently they clamp taxes on necessi ties, on
luxuries, on incomes, and on profits.
At the same time they urge people, albeit sotto voice, to work harder and
produce more. In this way they hope
that the problem will solve itself. The
socialists and other groups call for
taxes on wealth, price controls, and
other legislative enactments. By law
the whole problem will be solved.
The fact of the m atter is, we have
no guarantee that anyone of these
plans can work; and by the look of
them they are all accomplishing little
or nothing. Each plan is being tried
in different parts of the earth. The
trouble is that the world economy
today is d espera tely complex. It is
like a very complicated clock, in which
one slipping cog will throw everything
out of line. Therefore to the Christian
there is nothing which can be done
to bring about a cure which is complete and total. Human nature, being
what it is, selfish and greedy, and set
in a complex economy, it cannot a t·
tain to entire economic stability. T he
optimistic supporters of economic
man, on the other hand, although
they know that the situation is difficult
feel that it can be cured eve ntually
by a number of simple re forms.
We would not deny, of course, that
somethi ng can be done to help
straighten out our economic tangles.
Instru ction, legisla tion, and persuasion can all playa part. We saw the
part played by price co ntrols a nd
rationing during the War in the effort
to obtain a fa ir share of civilian goods
for all. But even these are not enough.
The outcome of regulation is usually
a black market of some sort or other.
Human greed very quickly raises its
ugly h ead bringing trouble and difficulties. The real need is that the
hearts of men must be touched. \lVe
must get down again to human nature
itself.

The Need for the Gospel
At this point the Gospel becomes
of very great importance. What is necessary is the removal of the greedy
desires from man's heart. This cannot
be done by education, by propaganda,
by better eco nomic and social conditions. It can be done only by the
power of God. Only as men come into
vital, living, covenant relationship
with the Lord J esus Ch rist so that they
are prepared to serve him, giving a
fa ir days work for a fa ir days wages,
and alternately giving a fa ir days wage
for a fair days work, that a cha nge
will come. That it is effective can be .
shown by hundreds of examples in
history. When the Gospel is really
believed and rea lly applied to life, it
m akes all the difference in economic
as well as in ecclesiastical affairs.
T he church is still the salt of the
earth. If it will but faith fully preach
the Gospel, applying it unto men and
to their everyd ay problems, it ca n do
much to help even the economic si tu ation. The church is not to spend its
time setting forth economic theories.
It is, however, to preach the Gospel so
that men realize that they are not
merely the victims of economic deter·
minism, but that most of their prob·
lems stem from human na ture itself from a human nature that can be
renewed and regenerated by the grace
of God alone.

The work of red emption is God's
most glorious work. Creation sprung
up at the word of his power, but
redemption required a sacrifice, the
highest and grea tes t that could be
made; a sacrifice which no creature
could offer; a ra nsom not of silver and
golel, bu t of blood - of blood divin e.
Gael mu st become manifest in the
flesh. The Godman must make atone·
ment for sin by giving himself to
death - to the accursed death of the
cross ! God forbid that we shou ld glory,
save in the cross of Christ.
Archibald Alexandel·
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Open Letter

Reply to Mr. Wolters*

and basic antithesis between the Tegenemte and the unregenemte and
that ,the doctTine of comma1'/, grace is
no excuse for gloTifying 'wQ?'ldly cultw'e'."

Evidently the common grace problem is recognized by more among us.
The d angers of a wrong application
of this doctrine are clearly cited in
do so willingly and gladly. However, th e material quoted above. No doubt
to reduce Christian Reformed preach. the prophetic integrity of the Chrising in general to something "u nscrip. tian pulpit as well as the Christian
class-room is lost when such a mis-use
tural" is extreme, to put it mildly.
obscures the antithesis bet wee n
In connection with this charge you ' church and world. Again, we accept
point out the fact that there is a lack your point. Whether this fault is as
of activity by church members in non· general as your letter appea rs to indiecclesiastical spheres. No doubt you cate is questionable. But the presence
are aware of the great difficulties of the problem is not to be d enied.
which confront the Christian on this May we all resolve to live the Chriscontinent in this type of en deavor. tian life to God's glory out of the prinNevertheless, to cite such difficulties is ci pIe of regeneration!
to offer an explanation and not a good
excuse. Perhaps you are right in many
The Doctrine of the Church
cases: W'e need a re-vitalized pulpit
holding forth the full , task of the new
\'Vith regard to the second main
humanity to work out the will of head of your complaint, we notice
Christ the King at every point.
that the term "pluriformity of the

By JOHN H. PIERSMA
HENRY R. VAN TIL

,-.-;

Dear Brother:
First of all, we are grateful to notice
that among our post-war immigrants
there are many with a passionate
interest in the truth of God and his
church. Such interest, fortified by the
training ' and " experience of a rich
tradition in Holland, may be used for
teal improvement among us to whom
you have come. It is our prayer that
through such comparatively new
members of the Reformed community
in the United States and Canada much
spiritual benefit for all of us may come
to pass.
You divide the letter which we
published in our previous issue into
two parts. It is your conviction that
"estrangement from the Word of God"
is to be seen in the Christian Re·
formed denomination in "the unscrip.
tural nature of current preaching, and
a departure from the Word of God
and the Confession in the doctrine of
the Church." In our reply we shall
follow the same outline.

Unscriptural Preaching
We feel that your reaction to pres·
ent-day preaching in the Christian
Reformed denomination is of ques·
tionable justifiability because it is obviously a sweeping generalization.
While the Christian Reformed de·
nomination is not a large communion
compared with others, nevertheless we
wonder just how many of its ministers
have been heard by you in a place as
remote from the larger centers of the
church as is Houston, B.C. Your point
is gladly conceded, i.e. the necessity
of placing the cosmic Christ at the
very heart of the "sermonic stage."
vVe who are surrounded with the Ar·
minian influences of contemporary
American Fundamentalism can well
afford to take your admonition to
heart, and we who publish this paper
·See Torch and Trumpet, vol. 2. no. 3. pp. 29 f.
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\""e can agree with you that a wrong
application of the doctrine of common
grace can make for a blurring of the
line of demarcation between the
church and the world. Others in the
Christ ian Reformed Church are also
aware of this fact. It might comfort
yo u to read here a quotation from the
Faculty Statement which appears over
the signature of every full-tim e member of the Calvin College teaching
staff as published in the 1952 Acts of
Synod. In order to understand the
statement we wish to quote, let us say
that the entire document was drawn
up because "the Faculty of Calvin
College notes with regret the presence
among some of our people of perplexity, doubt, and fear concerning
our college and its staff. In order to
help remove this doubt and to restore,
if possible, a general confidence in our
work, we wish humbly and sincerely to
make the following d eclaration ... ,,*
Point 2 of this statement begins by
stating: "We acknowledge, and in all
our teaching are guided by, certain
basic Christian principles," among
which is the following:
"d. That there is an inescapable
.pp. 449-451.
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church" is not defined. If it is intended
to mean that there is no distinction
between a true and a fals e church, and
that it makes little difference to which
church one belongs, we are agreed in
principle with your condemnation of
it. Since the a dvent of the preva iling
ecumenicalism in our time it is required that we be on our guard
against that false conception also
found in Reformed circles that any
denomination calling itself "church"
has a right to the name. Division and
separation among the d enomina tion s
is thereby reduced to something' which
is the end-product of a cantankerous
individualism, etc. which must be
overcome by the ecumenical spirit.
On the other hand, the Reformed
confessions and the Reformers do indeed confess to a pluriformity of some
sort, condemned so roundly by your
letter when you state: "At the expense
of the church as institution with its
offices and powers, people today speak
of the church invisible as something
which is supposed to exist in and
among all denominations." (d. Torch
and Tru.mpet, vol. 2, no. 3, p. 30).
Perhaps the assumption, so commonly
made, that there are "people going to
heaven" in every church is not so
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much a factual as a wishful statement.
Yet we do confess a universal church
consisting of "true Christian believers,
all expecting their salvation in Jesus
Christ, being washed by his blood,
sanctified and sealed by the Holy
Spirit." T he church, moreover, has
existed from the beginning of the
world, and "is not confined, bound,
or limited to a certain place or to
certain persons, but is spread and dispersed over the whole world ... " (Cf.
Belgic Confession, art. 27) .

uncertainty, of which no one can
safely despise the authority or reject
the admonitions, or resist the counsels,
or sl ight the censures, much less separate from it and break up its unity.
For so highly does the Lord esteem
the communion of his Church, that
he considers everyone as a traitor and
apostate from religion, who perversely
withdraws himself from any Christian
society which preserves the true ministry of the word and sacraments"
(idem, par. 10).

John Calvin, however, also confesses
that the term "church" besides referring to "the elect of all ages," is frequently used in Scripture to designate
the "whole multitude, dispersed over
all the world, who profess to worship
one God and Jesus Christ, who are
initiated into his faith by baptism"
(Bk. IV, Ch. I, par. 7)." Again in
paragraph nine, "But, that we may
have a clear understanding of the
whole of this subject, let us proceed
by the following steps: That the universal church is the whole multitude
collected from all nations, who,
thoug'h dispersed in countries widely
distant from each other, nevertheless
consent to the same truth of Divine
doctrine, and are united by the bond
of the same religion: that in this universal Church are comprehended particu lar churches, distributed according
to human necessity in various towns
and villages: and tha t each of these
respectively is justly distinguished by
the name and authority of church;
and that individuals, who, on a profession of piety, are enrolled among
churches of the same description,
though they are really sU'angers to
any particular church, do nevertheless in some respect belong to it, till
they are expelled from it by public
decision."

Hence we see that Calvin was very
severe in warning men not to depart
from a church that has the marks.
All the articles of the faith are not
of the same weight and description.
The diversity of opinion respecting
nonessentials ought not to be the
cause of discord among Christians.
Calvin himself, in a letter to Bishop
Cranmer affirmed that he would be
willing to cross the seas to achieve
the sorely needed unification of Protestantism in his day. Neither did Calvin
deny the Lutherans the right to be
called a church of Christ, though he
sought to win them for his view of the
Lord's Supper.

Calvin goes on to explain that
though there may be persons whom
we privately do not like to accord a
place in the church, yet if accepted
by common consent we must hold
them as bonafide members. A congregation is to be called a church of
Christ if it possess and honor the
ministry of the Word and the administration of the sacraments. Wherever
these marks are found, then, "we discover an appearance of the Church,
which is liable to no suspicion or
- It/ stilll le 0/ I,h e Ch rist ia n R eligio n
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But brother 'W olters insinuates that
when the Confession was formulated
divisive forces already were evident
and that over against the divisions of
Protestantism our Reformed fathers
affirmed one true organized church of
Jesus Christ. We believe that this judgment is not validated by the record.
That God had his people among the
Lutherans and the Anglicans Calvin,
for one, never doubted. We reject with
vigour the claim of some "liberated"
brethren that the church of Jesus
Christ did not arrive in Canada until
a congregation of the "liberated" was
established in the new world. This is
an unwarranted arrogance and one
to which we cannot subscribe. For
further elucidation on this point we
refer the reader to the excellent treatment of this subject by Prof. R. B.
Kuiper in the third article in the
current series on "The Importance
of the Organized Church" (Tolch and
n 'umpet, Vol. lJ, No.3, pp. 6ff.) .
Futhermore, brother Wolters ought
to realize that his reasons for leaving
the Gereformeerde Kerken in the
Netherlands are not mralIible. Only

the Word is infallible, but our application of it is not. And there are two
schools of thought within Reformed
circles on whether Christ gave any
authority to a synod or not. For him
to insist, therefore, that our churches
recognize his judgment of the Gereformeerde Kerken as final is an altogether unreasonable demand, we believe. On the other hand, that we receive a man from the "liberated"
churches as a brother in good standing
from a sister church would seem to
indicate that we do not accept the
judgment of the synod concerning the
schismatics as absolute either. Many .
of us are convinced that there has
been a tragic misunderstanding among
brethren of the same house, that pride
and envy and unholy striving have
probably been responsible on both
sides for the sad state of affairs, and
we pray God that the breach among
brethren may be healed. But it certainly is not going to help matters
along to assert that there is on ly one
true church of God  viz., the liberated churches, and that ou tside her
bosom there is no salvation, and, that,
in effect, has been the attitude of some
"liberated" brethren in Canada.

..

'"

..

(Reformed Fellowship, Inc., publishers of T01'ch and Trumpet, commissioned Prof. Henry R. Van Til and
the Rev. John H. Piersma to formu late an answer to the letter of Mr. S.
Wolters printed in our AugustSeptember, 1952 issue. Although this reply is the fulfillment of such a mandate, it does not necessarily follow
that every member of Reformed Fellowship is in complete agreement with
it.)

........................................
Art thou afraid his power shall fail
''''hen comes thine evil day?
Or can an allcreating ann
Grow weary, or decay?
Supreme in wisdom as in power,
The Rock of Ages stands;
Though him thou canst not see, nor
trace
The workings of his hands.
(Author Unknown)

..................................
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1. These Two Worlds Are
Two Whole Worlds.

Ordained A.ntithesis

Two Worlds
By ARNOLD BRINK

I

T MAY SEEM to be a little hazardous to suggest that any generation
of people are dominated by a single
idea. But I believe a little thought
will .reveal that this generation in
which we live is dominated by one
idea - the idea of ONE WORLD.
If you would button-hole the " manon-the-street" today and ask him what
he wants most in the field of politics,
he will reply, without doubt: "\!\That
I wish is tha t in our country the
political parties would stop their divisive tactics and unite for the good of
the whole country. And in international politics, I wish that the nations
could get together and live in peace."

He wants ONE WORLD!
Ask that " man-on-the-street" what
he wants in the social sphere a nd you
will find that his dearest wish is that
races and social groups might learn
to live and work together in amity and
cooperation.
He wants ONE WORLD!
Even in religion, that mythical
" man-on-the-street" will likely express
himself rather firmly in favor of unification of all religious groups - no
more denominations, no more divisions on doctrinal questions and matters of church-polity.
Again - ONE WORLD I
And in education, if the "man-onthe-street" has any preference, it will
be in the same direction. He would
want one united philosophy of educational policy and practice. The average American, especially, looks askance at any kind of private or p arochial school. Such schools seem to him
to be "sectarian" or "divisive" or nonconformist in some fashion.

Ever and always . . . the standard
ideal of our generation is for ONE
WORLD.
With several of these "on e world"
idea ls no one can find mu ch fau lt.
But behind them and undernea th
them li es an attitude that is virul ently
dangerous.
And so J esus steps into that "one
world" a nd with a single statement,
takes the sword of the Spirit and with
one mighty swing cleaves a great, unbridgeable c has m between two
worlds!
The statement of Jesus is simple
and familiar enough: "He .that is not
for m e is against me, and he that
gatheretll not with m e, sca ttereth
abroad."
These words fix a great gulf between
two whole worlds. One world, whatever its incidental features, is known
by this single characteristic: it is for
Christ. The other world, again, notwithstanding incidental features, is
against him. And there are not three
or four or five worlds but only two.
There is no neutral ground between
these two worlds, one is either in the
one or the other.
To read aright the "handwriting on
the wall" of this age, we must understand:

1. These two worlds are really two
whole wm.zds.
2. These two w01·lds m·e today going
through a twofold movement that is
despeTately dangerolus to the Chistian
faith .
3. Against that dangel· stands aile
defender.
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That is not always understood.
There are those who speak today
about " two worlds" but they mean by
them the world of the material and
temporal reality as against the world
of eternal spiritual r eality. Such
people have little use or respect for
this "present evil world." Present
physical, material life is just an unfortunate necessity. The thing they
really look forward to is the " rapture"
in which they shall be snatched right
out of the world of time a nd space
a nd things and be caught away in
mys tic, spiritual contemplation of eternal realities. Salvation, for such folk,
has nothing whatever to do with
earthly physical tempora l life. It is
solely and simply a matter of saving
the soul from the body and from its'
physical existence.
Against that fals e dualism, we must
recognize that these two worlds are
two whole worlds. The world which
is against Christ, wh ich is Satan's
world is spiritual and eternal, just as
well as it is physical and temporal. Sin
is a property of the huma n soul which
is spiritual and sin is eternal a nd shall
go on eternally in h ell. And the world
which is Christ's world is just as truly
physical and temporal as it is spiritual
and eternal. Salvation is not only the
salvation of the soul, but of the whole
man. The kingdom of Christ is not
established only in heaven, it is to be
established, wherever possible and in
so far as possible upon earth, in the
d aily temporal and phys ical details of
human life.
The dualism is not within the world,
betwee n two halves of the world - an
upper half and a lower h alf. But the
true dualism is b etwee n two whole
worlds: the world of Christ and the
world of the D evil. And between those
two worlds there is endless eterna l
enmity.

An Ordained Enmity
That enm ity did not happen to
arise by itself. It is an enmity that
God himself ordained . But the enmity
did not exist in the original world.
Upon that world God looked and "Behold, it was very good." The enmity
did not even arise when sin stepped
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upon the scene. If that were all that
had happened, the whole world would
have been only bad. But it was when
God ordained salvation for a sincursed world that the enmity was
begun. That is why God said in Genesis 3: 15, "I will put enmity between
thee and the woman and between thy
seed and h er seed." That enmity ...
that conflict . .. those two worlds, are
not incidental nor accidental. They
are ol'dainedl
Concretely, there are two and on ly
two kinds of people in the world.
There are p eople who are the peopl e
of God, who have accepted the saving
grace of God in Jesus Christ. There
are people who, no matter how
educated, or cultured, or civic-minded,
or moral they may be, are the children
of the D evil, because th ey are not
recipients of the grace of God in
Christ. There are no people who are
half children of God and haii children
of Satan. Such hybrids simply cannot
ex ist, for "wh at fe llowship hath Christ
with Belial?"

Two Kinds of Homes
There are two and only two kinds
of homes in the world. There are
homes in which children are reared
in the hope and expectation that they
are th e children of God. There are
homes in which children - although
well-fed well-clothed, well-educated
and taught the finest social e tiquetteyet are reared without regard for
God and Christ and, ou tside of an
absolute miracle, can have no hope of
growing up as chi ldren of God but as
chi ldren of Satan. It is a sad but
sobering fact!

Two Kinds of Churches
There are two and only two kinds
of churches in the world. This m ay
seem a littl e strange to hear because
we are used to speaking of "one holy
universal church." And that is true so
long as we insert the word "holy."
There is, along side of that holy church
an unholy, false church, just as universal, and just as determined to break
down the Kingdom of Christ as the
true church is to build it up.
The book of R evela tion calls that
false universal church by an unusual
but a very significant name: "The
Great Harlot." A harlot is nothing but
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a woman who wants the prerogatives
of a bride without the responsibilities
and loyalties of a bride. So, as the true
church is the bride of Christ, so the
false church is always prating loudly
that it is the church of Christ but
meanwhile it is busy chipping away
the very foundations upon which the
true church rests. That is the story of
the whole movement of Modernism
with its huge federal and international
councils. It is making a bid - and a
very successfu l bid - to be r ecognized
by the " powers that be" as the representative of united Christendom. But
instead of representing Christendom,
it is busy making Christendom meaningless. It is breaking down its very
foundation and right of existence.

Two Kinds of Schools
There are two and only two kinds
of schools in the world. There are
schools which proceed on the belief
that in the Bible lies treasured the
final basis of all truth - that even
history and science and culture cannot really be understood wi thout the
Word of God. These schools believe
and teach that the final aim of all
human work and striving is to glorify
and honor the true and holy and
sovereign God.
There are schools, which, although
they are militantly determined to b e
known as neutral on matters of religion, do not pro c e e d on a Godcentered and Christ-centered principle
and so they are schools which are n ot
for Christ but against him.
Behind these two kinds of schools
are two kinds of attitudes to the world
and to life. They are the attitudes of
these two worlds.
The world which is Christ's world
says of God that he is real - personal
- the Creator of all things - the Redeem er of his lost world .
The worlel which is not Christ's
world says of Goel that he is the figment of our imagination or that h e
may b e calleel the sum-total of all
reality - take your choice!
Christ's world describes man as the
image-bearer of God who has fallen
into sinful rebellion but who is to be
redeem ed by Goel a nel m ade aga in "a
little lower than Goel."
Satan's world says of man, in the
words of James Branch Cabell, that

he is "an ape that chatters to himself
about kinship with archangels, while
he filthily digs for ground nuts."
Christ's world says of history that
it is the unfolding of God's plan for
the ages.
Satan's world says that history is
nothing more than, "the story of a
hungry creature in search of food."
That world which is really Satan's
world is either o ptimistic or pessimistic about the destiny of man. In its
optimistic moments, that world says
with the late M. Curie, "Day by day '
in every way, I'm getting better and
better." In its less optimistic moments,
that world moans and groa ns abou t
the possible atomic disintegration of
all civilization. And then, ironically,
he refers to that civilization as "Christian" civilization. Like ancient Israel,
they are willing to bow to Baal a nd
Molech until disaster looms. When it
is abou t to be destroyed or they think
it is, then it is the fault of Christianity.
It is Christian civilization that is supposedly heading for dissolution.
But Christ's world is neither simply
optimistic nor simply pessimistic. It is
optimistic abou t its own survival but
it knows that it shall survive only at
the cost of the complete and eternal
destruction of that other world that
opposes it. "The kingdoms of this
world shall become the kingdom of
our Lord and of his Christ." There
shall yet be one world, but only when
the false satanic world is forever banished to its own proper domain,
"where there is wailing and gnashing
of teeth."

(The second, concluding installment
of this important article will appem'
next issue.)

............................
"Christian liberty, according to
my judgment, consists of three parts.
The first part, is, that the consciences
of believers, when seeking an assura nce of their justification before God,
should raise them above the law, and
forget all th e righteousness of the
law" (Calvin, Bk. III, Chap. xix, paL
2)

..............................
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The Bible and the Higher Critic

The Background of Genesis
By EDWARD J. YOUNG

T

HE BOOK of Genesis has been
the object of many attacks. We
are to consider in this article one of
the strongest attacks that has been
launched against this book of Scrip.
ture. It is one which would take from
the work its en tire trustworthiness, in
that it denies or seeks to deny the
historicity of the events related in
Genesis.
It is obvious to anyone who wi ll
read Genesis that it is an historical
book. It relates the origin of all things
and the early history of mankind, and
then proceeds to tell in some detail of
the lives of the patriarchs. Now one
way in which it is possible to check
upon the accuracy of the book is to
study the lives of the patriarchs
against their background. Is the back·
ground of the patriarchs that which
we should expect to find at the time
when they lived, or is the background
given in Genesis that of some other
and later period? If it is that of a later
period, then without question Genesis
must be regarded as not historical,
and consequently as not trustworthy.

Julius Wellhausen and Genesis
The d estructive criticism of the
nineteenth century, at least so far as
the Old Testament is concerned, came
to its climax in the writings of Julius
'!\Tellhausen. Wellhausen was a great
Arabic scholar who also was interested
in the Old Testament. He had a brilliant mind and probably was a genius.
His writings, at least in the German,
- I am not too much impressed with
the translations - are sparkling and
interesting, and he was just the man
to set forth the destructive critical
views of the Bible in a fashion that
would gain many adherents. And that
is precisely what he did. His works
were read widely and they popularized that view of the Old Testament

which regards it not as a Divine revelation but merely as a human produc.
tion. In the field of Old Testament,
Wellhausen may be regarded as the
father of Modernism, He went hand
in hand with Ritschl in the field of
theology, with Hegel in the field of
philosophy, and with Harnack in the
New Testament field. Behind all was
the then popular theory of evolutionary development, and the times were
ripe for the writings of such a man.
Whether Wellhausen himself was a
personal believer we cannot say. How·
ever, there is nothing in his writings,
at least as far as the present writer is
aware, to show that he trusted in Jesus
Christ for his salvation or that he had
any personal love for Christ. We do
not know, for we cannot judge the
heart of any man. One thing however
is abundantly clear, and that is that
Wellinghausen's writings are most definitely opposed to the supernaturalism
of the Old Testament.
With respect to the book of Genesis
"Vellinghausen spared no attack. The
background of the book, he said in
effec t, does not at all reflect the period
in which the patriarchs were supposed
to live, rather, it reflects a time much
later when the different strands of the
book were written. In other words it
reflects the period in which the writers
lived, and this was several hundred
years after the time of Abraham. It
does not, however, reflect the actual
time of Abraham himself at all. Therefore, the book of Genesis must not
be regarded as true history. Such was
the basic axiom on which Well·
hausen's reconstruction of Old Testament history and religion was based.
And it may be noted that if this view
of Genesis is correct, then without
question Genesis must be discard ed
as an untrustworthy book, and one
which most certainly is not ~I;:
'!.'ord
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of God. From this it is but a step to
see that if Genesis goes a great deal
else goes wi th it. Indeed, :it is not
too strong to say that if the book of
Genesis is not the Word of God, then
the historic Christian Faith must be
given up! Such considerations, how·
ever, did not concern Wellhausen. He
was one of those who prided himself
on being a scientific scholar, and he
had no hesitation in labelling those
"unscientific" who would not go along
with him.

The Discoveries at Nuzu
"Vellhausen's views were eagerly
adopted by others, and they have held
the field for a long time. However,
truth has a way of coming up on top
after all. Indeed, the way in which
subsequent events have shown '!\Tell·
hausen to be wrong is so fascinating
that it shou ld put us forever on Out
guard against those who think that
they have found errors and mistakes
in the Bible. For one thing the first
world war disillusioned men and
turned their eyes away from the easy
going confidence in human goodness
and progress which was associated
with the modernistic movement.
That which has done more, how·
ever, to refute the particular charge of
Wellhausen cited above was a remark·
able discovery made in 1925, after
Wellhausen's death. Archaeology is
proving more and more to be a most
valuable science, and all credit is dUE
to the valiant men who have labored
and do labor in this field. Like every·
thing else, archaeology is really evidence that the Bible is the Word of
God. "The heavens declare the glory
of God, and the firmament sheweth
his handiwork", we read in the nineteenth Psalm. The facts which arch·
aeology produces" therefore, also corroborate the revelation of God in the
Bible. It is of course true that we
cannot in every instance see how this
is so, at least in detail, but archaeology
is proving to be a strong corroboratory
evidence, and he who will not heed
its witness - and the "critics" do not
heed its witness - is not reading it
aright.
It was at Yorgen Tepa in Mesopo·
tamia that many clay tablets were dis·
covered. Yorgan Tepa is the modern
nam" .,{ the ancient city of Nuzu, and
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the tablets which were discovered date
back to about 1450 B.C. At that time
Nuzu was occupied by the Hurrians,
a people whom we know from the
Bible as the Horites. Incidentally, not
too long ago, there were those who
were sure that no such people as the
Horites ever lived; now we know a
great deal about their life, at least in
Nuzu, and steps are being made toward an understanding of the ancient
Hurria n language.
The tablets which were found at
ancient N uzu deal with matters of
every day life. Many of them are contract tablets, and tell us about the
business transactions of these ancient
Hurrians. For the student of the Bible,
however, these tablets will always be
of particular interes t because of the
light which they shed on the backgTound of the book of Genesis. This
is almost uncanny. Now, without any
question, it must be admitted that the
background of Genesis is precisely
that of the patriarchal age and not
that of an age long subsequent. Wellhausen, in other words, was dead
wrong in what he wrote about the
background of the book of Genesis.

Nuzu and Genesis

One thing that we learn from the
tablets discovered at Nuzu is that
land could not be sold. If a person
wished to purchase land, it was neces·
sary for him to become adopted. The
people from whom he wished to ob·
tain the land would adopt him and
will the land to him. He in turn
would give to them a present, which
in some cases migh t be the value of
the property. People had themselves
adopted for a number of reasons.
One man, Tehiptilla by name, had
himself adopted whenever he saw that
people were in a poverty stricken
condition, and had to get rid of their
land in order to keep body and soul
together. Tehiptilla thus obtained
great tracts of land and became very
wealthy.
Sometimes people would adopt a
son to take care of them in their old
age and to manage their affairs for
them and provide for them a decent
burial. In the fifteenth chapter of
Genesis Abraham complains to the
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Lord, "What wilt thou give me, seeing
I go childless?" What he means is
that he going to the grave without
an heir, and God has not done a nything about it. Then he complains
further, saying, "and the steward of
my house is this Eleazar of Damascus."
This is an extremely difficult verse,
but its general meaning is now clear.
Abraham had no legitimate heir, and
if he should die, Eleazar, who was
from Damascus, would inherit him.
vVe may see here the ancient oriental
background. Abraham had evidently
adopted Eleazer to be his steward or
manager of his estate. Eleazer was to
take care of Abraham's affairs, and in
return for this, when Abraham died,
Eleazer was to inherit all that he had.
This was the situation which called
forth the complaint that God had
done nothing. We may well ask, however, whether the birth of a legitimate
heir would have changed the state of
affairs. From the texts at Nuzu it is
now known, that it would have made
such a change. Suppose a couple were
childless, as was the case with Abra·
h am and Sarah. They adopt someone
to look after them, as Abraham evidently did. In return the steward is to
receive the inheritance. If however,
after this adoption transaction has
taken place a true son is born, the
real son b ecomes the legitimate heir
and receives the inheritance. In the
light of this fact, we can now under·
stand the poignancy of Abraham's
complaint. Even now, if God would
give to Abraham a seed, this seed
would be the heir. This remarkable
passage shows clearly the background
of the times.
No doubt we have often wondered
about Rachel taking the household
gods from Laban. Many answers and
explanations have been given. It now
is apparent from Nuzu, however, that
possession of the household gods signified the right to the inheritance. It
was this that Rachel was concerned
about, and hence her zeal.
Abraham's action with Hagar the
Egyptian may often have caused us
wonder. The Code of Hammurabi
and other texts now make clear the
nature of the action. In Patriarchal
times, if a wife was barren, the hus·
band might enter in to a concubine
and produce seed from her. Such seed

would be regarded as the legitimate
heir. It is precisely this which Abraham did. His action was perfectly legal
in accordance with the standards of
the time. This does not mean, however, that his action was morally right.
We must remember that an action
may be legal, and at the same time
morally wrong. There are laws and
customs and practices which are
wrong. Such was this practice. The
Bible makes it clear that what the
pa triarch did was wrong.
'W hat is of interest a nd importance,
however, is to notice how well the '
book of Genesis reflects the back·
ground of the patriarchal age. Many
other examples could be adduced.
More and more it is coming to be
recognized by scholars of all shades of
opinion that vVellhausen and those
who shared his opinions regarding
the background of G e n e sis were
wrong.
We may rejOICe in this fact. The
excavations of the present day are
more and more casting light upon
difficult problems in the Bible and
are supplying corroborating evidence
for the Biblical statements. We who
believe that the Bible is the infallible
Word of the God in heaven and earth
may well rejoice that such is the case.
We may read the words of the Bible
with confidence, believing that they
are words of truth and life.

................................
There is no medium between
these two extremes; either the earth
must become vile in our estimation,
or it must retain our immoderate love.
Wherefore, if we have any concern
about eternity, we must use our most
diligent efforts to extricate ourselves
from th ese fetters.
"Let us rather seek the profit of
others, and even voluntarily give up
rights for the sake of others. '
,,yhatever ability a faithful Christian may possess, he ought to possess
it for his fellow believers, and he
ought to make his own interest subservient to the well being of the
church in all sincerity.
John Calvin

..............................
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Contemporary Calvinism

Road to Modernism
By HENRY R. V AN TIL

H

AVE you heard the good news?
Modernism is dead! D ead as a
dodo! It has been thoroughly discredited. It has completely lost face.
The two great world wars have destroyed man's faith in himself, so it is
said. The idea of the perfectibility of
the. human race has received a severe
set-back. The social-gospel pulpiteers
have returned to the old-fashioned
doctrine of sin and its r emedy. So at
least we are led to believe and thus
the preaching missions of the new
modernism would have us think.
There is indeed some truth in the
statement that the old modernism of
the pre-war period has been discredited. The easy-going evolutionary
faith of the social-uplift preachers has
not been able to satisfy the profound
cry of man in sin. The superficial
faith that the King'dom of God could
be established in this world by removing tenement housing and establishing world peace has been deeply
shocked. But does that mean that the
churches have returned to the doctrine
of the sovereignty of God's grace and
man's total inability to save himself? I
think not.
Modernism Is Not Dead!
Let us not be lulled to sleep with
the idea that the enemy has been
permanently routed. For Modernism,
like the many-headed monster of
mythology, sprouts three new heads
wherever one has been cut off.
Modernism is not the doctrine of some
individual or some school but is essentially a spirit of rebellion against
the authority of God. It is mtionaiistic
in the sense that it places man's reason
above the revelation of God as author·
itative guide for life. It is humanistic
because it holds with Protagoras, th e
Greek Sophist, that man is the measure of all things; all values are to be
measured and gauged according to

man's need and happin ess. Modernism is l1atumiistic (as well as all paganism and ail fal se religion) in its
belief that man is able to save himself
without divine grace-it denies the supernatural both in creation and in
redemption.
I repea t, let us not be fooled or fool
ourselves into thinking that we as a
Reformed people a re immune to these
wiles of the d evil. It is truc we ought
to be on our guard agai nst the su btle
perversions of the gospel found in a
c e r t a i n type of Fundamentalism,
which d enies the total depravity of
man, unconditional election, limited
atonement, etc. There is in this camp
an insistance on the fre e wiil of man
whereby not God but man becomes
the final arbiter of salvation . Thus,
contrary to Paul's solemn asseveration,
it is of him that nmneth and of him
that willeth, and not of God who
showeth mercy, that we ar e saved.
However, whereas Fundamentalism
accepts the a uthority of the Word of
God as absolute criterion for thought
and life, Modernism has rejected that
supreme au thority and replaced it with
hum a n reason or experience. Toge ther with this rejection of an authority ex ternal to man goes the rejection
of the supernatural as antiquated by
the modern scientific view of the
world. The acids of this modern spirit
have already penetrated deeply into
the consciousness of the church at
large. Chances are that if we cannot
see this evil it is du e to the fact that
we have been seriously affected by
the virus ourselves.
History in America
Of course, the Reformed churches
in America have not as yet been face
to face with this issue as have the
Methodists. During the last century
both the Free Methodists and the
N azarenes left the fold because of the
prevalent worldliness and Modernism.
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The Presbyterians, U.S.A., have, indeed, been faced with the issue in
the re-organization of Princeton Theological Seminary and the consequent
founding of Westminister Theological
Seminary to carryon the orthodox
trad ition.
Also, Dr. Machen was impelled by
the Modernism in the Board of Foreign Missions, which was sending out
people who no longer believed in the
histor ical J esus (d. in casu Mrs. Pearl
Buck), to organize an Independent
Board of Foreign Missions in order
that the Gospel might have fre e
course. But, to all this the church
through its official boards, which were
loaded with Auburn Affirmationists,
has turned a deaf ear. As a consequence its voice is officially proclaimin g another Gospel, under the auspices of the National Council of Christian Ch urches and through the \J\T orId
Council of Churches.
In the Sou the r n Presbyterian
Church, which separated itself from
the Northern group during the Civi l
War over the issue of Christ's Kingship as it was occasioned by the slavery
question, the issue of Modernism is
now unavoidable in the ecumenical
issu e of Church union with the liberal
northern Presbyterians. Both doctrine
and polity are involved. The modernists, disregarding the fact tha t the
U.S.A. church has officially succumbed
to the nefarious influence of Modernism, is driving hard for organic union
with the northern "big sister." The
conservative group fears this amalgamation of the Southern Church because the historic Presbyterian character and its Reformed witness will be
silenced .
The real trouble, right now, is that
the positions of power have to a great
extent been cap tured by the ecumen icalists. It is do u b t f u 1, therefore,
whether the conservative group, represented by th c Southem Pl'esbylel'ian
/ o!l1'l1al, will be able to block the
move for organic union. There has
been very little church discipline, heresy trials have been outmoded long
ago, the conservatives are in the
minority in the boards of the church
and are practically impotent in the
shaping of policy. The watchmen upon the walls of Zion have not func-
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tioned when it was time to ring the
alarm, the enemy has pulled its Trojan horse right into the citadel of the
church of God.
Netherlands Modernism
With our Reformed brethren in
the Netherlands the case has been
quite different. Modernism was so rife
a hundred years ago that many ministers scoffed at the Word of God as
authoritative and R eason was en·
throned. T his was the condition of
the State Church (Neder-duitse Her·
vormde Kerk) after the great reform
m 0 v e men t of D e Afscheiding had
taken place under such men as De
Cock, Van Raalte, Van Velsen, Scholte,
Brummelkamp, etc. During the seco nd part of the 19th Century God
raised up Abraham Kuyper as the
main opponent of Modernism and he,
together with Prof. Dr. Rutgers, successfully led forth a goodly segment
of God's people from th e apostate
State church in 1886.
Lesson from History
However, leaving this short diversion into history, what is the point?
Simply this, the time to do something
about Modernism is not after the
church has been thoroughly corrupted
and every bastion has crumbled before
the onslaught of the perverters of the
Gospel. For the will to resist is gradually undermined by the seducing
leaven of humanism which always suggests that no divine truth is worth
fighting for, only human peace and
well -being count. Thus the antithesis
between truth and error, between the
church and the worlel is gradually
obliterated; and, in the end, there is
no one who will contend earnestly for
the faith once delivered unto the
fathers. Let us remember, that Modernism may be bloody but it is as yet
unbowed. It may concede that it has
lost a battle and a skirmish here and
the~,
but it has by no means given
up Its warfare against the Church for
which Christ died. It may have had
to change its tactics and even its overall strategy, bu t its purpose is not
altered in the least. For Satan, the
great Adversary, is the real opponent,
and our warfare is not with blood and
fl esh, as P aul reminds us.
The Ethics of Modernism
Let us be realistic, therefore . Let us
rid ourselves of the romantic idea that
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we are engaged in a tournament with
knightly persons, who would not stab
us in the back and can be trusted to
tell us graciously what thei r plan of
attack is. Modernists on the contrary,
must be compared to the Communists, wh o are waging a different kind
of war. They announce the fact of
war when victory is theirs. The run of
the mill modernist is dishonest and
unethical. He does not rise to th e
stature of A. Pierson and B. Hu et, two
Dutch Modernists of the last century,
who resigned their offices in the
church because they could no longer
subscribe to its doctrines. Rather the
Consequently, it is evident that the
office of pastors or ministers of God's
i 'Vord is:
. First: That they thoroughly and
sl11cerely present to their people the
W ~rd
of the Lord, revealed by the
wntl11gs of the prophets and the aposties, . and apply the same, as well in
general as in particular, for the benefit of the hearers; instructing, admonishing, comforting, and approving, accordlI1g to everyone's need; proclaiming repentance toward God, and reconcili ation with him through faith in
J esus Christ; a nd refuting with the
Holy Scriptures all errors and heresies
which conflict with this pure doctrine.
I t also belongs to their office to instruct the children of the church in
the doctrine of salvation, to visit the
members of the congregation a t their
homes, a nd to comfort the sick with
the 'W ord of God.
From Fonn jor the O,'dination of Ministe'rs
of God's Word, Christian Reformed Church.

.....................................
position of trust is used to bore from
within, to insinuate oneself into the
citadel of the church.
Just as the American Communist,
who uses his liberty as an American
citizen and the immunity which this
citizenship guarantees him to secretly
undenul11e and overthrow his own
nation, so the modernist uses his sacred
office in the church to pervert the
Gospel of Jesus Christ by introducing
another gospel, which is not truly a
Gospel at all. In many instances it
happens that these wolves in the fold
of Christ very gradually shift their
position from faith in the Word to
skepticism and outright denial. Here

and there are some who have crept
into the church by st~alh,
who do not
accept the historic creeds, and, when
compelled, sign the creeds with mental
resemations.
And the sad story, at least in most
American denominations, is that the
people of God are not able to judge
whether the truth of God is preached
or not. The perverters of the Gospel
have set themselves up as the re-interpreters of Christianity for our age.
They have the audacity to tell us
that what they are preaching is really
the meaning of the Gospel. Consequently such arch-modernists as Dr. .
Fosdick a nd Bishop Broniley Oxnam
hold positions of leadership in their respective churches and are accepted as
the mouth-pieces of Protestantism
today. But as a matter of fact, they
have denied the Christ of God and
crucified him afresh and they are
leading many astray; they are "blind
leaders of the blind" as the Bible
testifies.
It Can Happen Here!
But, I hear someone objecting,
this cannot happen, say, in our Christian Reformed Zion, or it cannot happen to us. Do we not hold high the
heritage of the Reformation? Are we
not loyal sons of Calvin? Let him that
standeth beware les t h e fall I It has
happened before in Reformed circles,
even as I have cited above the history
of the State church in the Netherlands during the last century when
ministers denied the trinity, the atonement, and baptized children in the
name of faith, hope, and charity, etc.
(Cf. Dr. Praanisma: Het Dwaze Gods).
This insidious spirit again showed its
head in the Reformed Churches of
the Netherlands as late as 1906 and
1932 (in casu Netelenbos and Geelkerken) . No church, no matter how
sacred its heritage or how conservative
its membership is immune to the
spirit of Modernism for through it
the great Adversary of God is seeking
to undermine the church.
In the following issues of our magazine I shall try to give a short delineation of the way in which Modernism
may show itself. An attempt will be
made to put up the road signs whereby
we may be warned in order that we
may test the spirits whether they be of
God.
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Confession of Faith

Here I Stand!
(A Series of Lessons in the 37 Articles of The Confession of Faith,
A Reformed Creed Usually Called The Belgic Confession.)

By JOHN H. PIERSMA
LESSON 17 -

ARTICLE XX

GOD HAS MANIFESTED HIS
JUSTICE AND MERCY IN CHRIST
We believe that God, who is perfectly merciful and just, sent his Son
to assume that nature in which the
disobedience was committed, to make
satisfaction in the same, and to bear
the punishment of sin by his most
bitter passion and death. God therefore manifested his justice against his
Son when he laid aliI' iniquities upon
him, and poured forth his mercy and
goodness on us, who were guilty and
worthy of damnation, out of mere and
perfect love, giving his Son unto d eath
for us, and raising him for our justification, that through him we might
obtain immortality and life eternal.

Scripture References:
2 Corinthians 5:20, 21; Romans
3:25, 26 (Christ was made to be SIl1
in our behalf.)
John 3: 16 (God's Amazing love.)
Galatians 3:13 (Romans 4:25; Romans 8:3; Isaiah 53 (God laid on
Jesus Christ all our sins.)
Romans 5:20 (God's overflowing
mercy overcomes the power of sin .)
John 10:17, 18 (Christ's obedience.)

Questions:
I. How can we summarize the various
elements in this twentieth article of
our Confession of Faith?
In this article we notice the following principal thoughts, which we
will discuss consecutively: First, God
has for our salvation sent his Son
into the world; second, God has
revealed his justice against his Son;
third, G od has poured forth hi s
mercy over us; fourth, Christ has
wrought reconciliation for his peo-

p Ie through his payment for their
sins.

2. Is it true that God sent his Son
into the world "just in order to save
you?"
By means of the birth and obedience of J esus Christ God has real ized salvation for all who believe.
However, we must not think that
the cause or the basis for the coming
of Christ into our world and nature
is to be found in us. You will remember that the a ngels sang thi s
song at the time of the birth of
Jeslls: "Glory to God in the highest,
and on earth peace among men in
whom h e is well pleased" (Luke
2:14).
T he truth of the matter is that
God took r easons out of himself as
the cause a nd basis for the Incarnation_ In the Counsel of Peace God
had pre-determined every feature of
redemption's program. The Father
appointed the Son, the Son declared
himself ready to do the will of the
Father, and the Holy Spirit took
upon himself the task of providing
the Son with a body. Not only so,
but in the election God wrote the
names of his own in the Book of
Life, so that his plan included not
only the Son as Savior, but also
those whom he ca m e to save.
It is important, therefore, to confess
here that "God, who is perfectly
merciful and just, sent his Son"
upon his own divine initi ative.

3. What was God's purpose in sending
his Son as a Savior?
The gr eat purpose which God a lways seeks is the glory of his own
blessed Name! Therefore the angels
sang so properly: " Glory to God!"
Even sin h ere cooperates to magnify
God's glory. For in the In carnation
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the virtues of the ever-glorious God
are shown even more clearly as h e
shows in the coming of Christ his
justice and mercy. God is unchangeable, but the l'evelation of his glory
through th e Incarnation comes to
a richer development.
4_ But can God be both just and
merciful at the same time?
Yes, for in God these two virtues
do not conflict with one a nother.
In God all his virtues are one.
There is no disharmony between
them, and there is no subordination
of one to the other. Some have
so ught to establish that in God jllstice is indeed present but is inferior
to his love. T his is not the case.
5. Ca n you offer any ex planatio n for
the possibility of these seemingly contradictory virtu es in God?

Perhaps an illustration will help.
Electricity can be u sed to move th e
h eaviest trains long distances over
all types of terrain. But if a nyon e
un pro tected contacts this Cll rrent
directly h e is likely to be kill ed. The
current that kills is the same curren t
which furnishes the b en efits of light
and locomotive power. If it could
not kill it could not benefit either.
So also God's justice and mercy are
one. God's mercy provides light and
redemption, and his justice punishes
and kills_
6. Is there any particular movement
in our day which would minimize
God's just ice at the expense of his
mercy?
Yes, indeed, those we popu larly call
mode'm ists are very much interested
in eliminating God as a God of
justice and righteousness. It is their
theory that Jesu s died as a martyr
to demonstrate the error of the Old
Testament representation of God
as a God of judgment. Actually,
they maintain, God loves all men
indiscriminately without regard for
justice or right. The truth, however,
is that God is so perfectly holy and
just that h e punishes sin in the
person of his only begotten Son
rather than to leave it unpunished ,
and he is so perfectly m erciful that
he has given his Son in order that
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everyone who believeth in him may
have everlasting life.
7. What is the occasion for Christ's
coming?
Christ came beca use men fell into
sin through the first disobedience
of Adam and Eve in Paradise.
Therefore his coming results in the
reconciliation of men as sinneTS to
God. Sometimes it is represented as
if Christ came to bridge the gap
between God and man as such, between time and eternity, between
Creator and creature, between the
divine and the human. This is a
very deceitful doctrine, a nd must
be guarded against strenuously!
Christ, says this article, "assumed
that nature in which the disobedience
was committed, to make satisfaction
in the same." Christ came for sin·
ners, not to elevate them to divinity,
but to restore them into living fellowship with God as Covenantkeep·
ing creatures.
8. How did God righteously lay upon
Christ all our sins?
This article of our Confession states
that Christ made satisfaction for our
sins, bearing the "punishment of
sin by his most bitter passion and
death. God therefore manifes ted his
justice against his Son when he laid
out iniquities upon him . .
"
Notice the following:
a. The suffering a nd death of Christ
is a display of God's justice. God,
the fountain of all justice, never
acts out of harmony with this
virtue, but delights in manifest·
ing it as one of the many glories
o[ hi s hei ng.
b. Christ was made to be si n for us
when God, the Judge of h eaven
and earth, placed him in the
sta te of the gu ilty. Our state in
distinction from our condition
is our relationship to God's law,
before which we are either guilty
or not guilty. It is obvious tha t
one may well be in a most miser·
able condition, and yet actually
be in the state of righteousness.
(This is frequently the case with
God's children in this life!) So
reversely, God placed Christ in
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our pOSition, and there, as if he
were guilty, he bore the wrath
of God and suffered "his most
bitter passion and d ea th."
c. Christ thus became for us a sacri·
fice through which sa tisfaction
was accomplished. Think of it!
'~ l hi!
e we were yet sinn ers Christ
died for us!

a living hope by the resurrection
of Jesus Christ from the dead,
unto an inheritance incorruptible, and undefiled, and that fadeth not away, reserved in heaven
for you, who by the power of
God are guarded through ' faith
unto a' salvation ready to be' revealed in the last time." (I Peter
1: 35).

9. How did God manifest his mercy
towards us ?

11. Could there possibly be reconcilia·
tion without satisfaction?

T his will become very plain if we
consider the full force of the descrip.
tion of ourselves which the Confession here offers. It declares tha t we
"were guilty and worthy of damnation." To such damnworthy sinners
God "poured forth" his mercy and
goodness when he gave Christ his
Son to die for us. This is realized
through that grace which super·
abounds unto forgiveness and salvation for all who believe, Romans
5:20.

Not at all! Let us never forget that
Christ's suffering and death was a
reconciliation based upon full payment for our guilt. Fact is that the
extent and the enormity of this
d ebt is so great that we cannot
began to comprehend it. Our pres·
ent national debt (U.S.A.) is as
nothing to what we owed God because of our sins! The Christ of the
Scriptures is always the Mediator
whose saving work involved the
complete satisfaction for our sins,
praise God!

10. What is the significance of the
fact that God raised Jesus from the
dead?
lts significance is th ree·fold:
a. For our justification: Our justification is the cause for Christ's
resurrection. God reckoned the
sacrifice to be sufficient for the
payment of our sins, and there·
fore he raised his Son from the
d ead . By means of the resurrec·
tion of Christ the Father declares
that the bill is paid!
b. For our sanctification: We are
raised with him to newness of
life, which means tha t as Chris·
tians we ought to be character·
ized by a strong d esire to bear
fruit in terms of good works.
c. For

our glorification: "That
through him we might obtain
immortality and life eternal" is
the closing assertion of this article. au tside of Christ is death
and ete rnal puni s hm e nt.
Through Christ we obtain everlasting life. "Blessed be the God
and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ, who according to his
great mercy begat us again unto

12. Will all men be saved?
This is a question which men naturally love to answer in the affirma·
tive. It is quite surprising to discov·
er how many heretical groups
teach that somehow, somewhere all
men (or by far the grea test share).
and even all devils will yet be delivered from hell. It is a case of the
"wish being fa ther to the thought, "
of course. The truth is, however,
that there is an eternal punishment
as well as eternal li fe, and tha t all
who will not believe in Christ shall
not see life!
13. Is it true that Christ merely offers
the chance of salvation to all who
believe?
There are three wrong ideas in
connection with this , qu e s t ion,
which, in answer to it, we shall
outline:
a. It is not tl'ue that Ch1"ist died fm'
all men. Those who hold to this
theory say that Christ came for
all men, head for head, and tha t
he actually realized satisfaction
for each one. It must be appropriated by each one personally,
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which will not eventuate, and
therefore some are lost. This is
in di sag reement with God's
Word, which declares that the
Good Shepherd laid down his
life for his sheep. Christ died
only for the elect. Therefore
Christ himself prayed: "I pray
not for the world, but for those
whom thou hast given me."
(John 17:9b).
b. It is not true th.at Christ has
achieved only the possibility of
salvation. According to this theory every man has or shall have,
perhaps in some other world, a
chance to accept Christ as Savior.
Accepting this chance will mea n
salvation for him. Christ throws
the rope to the stormtossed ship,
but the crew must fasten it to the
ship, if they please, while Christ
stands helplessly outside. On the
c on trary , Christ's medi a torial,
sav ing work is a full reality, a
complete accomplishment. "He
shall save his people from their
sins." So spake the angel, and so
it is! (Cf. Matthew 1:21)
c. It is not true that we must make

th.e possibility of salvation actual
by our efjotrt. Christ has not merely indicated the way according' to
which we can work out our own
salvation in our own strength.
Actually it is true that we live
only by grace. "Without me ye
can do nothing'," sa id the Lord.

14. For whom is the saving work of
Christ intended?
a. It is sufficient for ali, that is, its
value is unlimited. (Cf. Canons
of Dart, II, 3). The fact that all
are not saved is not because
Christ's sacrifice was limited in
value to just a relatively few.
b. It is d esig ned for the elect. In
the words of the Canons of D Ol·t,
"For this was the sovereign counsel and most gracious will a nd
purpose of God the Father that
th e quickening and saving'

efficacy of th e most pr ec ious
death of his Son should ex tend
to all the elect, for bestowing
upon them alone the gift of
justifying faith, thereby to bring
them infa JIibly to salvation ... "
(II, 8a).

"BRITISH LABOR STRUGGLE"
(Continlled fTOm tJage 4)

ham, which they began to plunder.
In o ther places, too, the Chartists
organized revolts whi ch had to be
su ppressed by violence.
A Christian Social Movement

"HOW TO TEACH
SUNDAY SCHOOL"
(Continilled from page 17)

Finish
It is as natural that the conclu sion
of the lesson be pla nned for effectiveness as that we should listen for the
climax of interest at the end of a
sermon. AJI too often, I am afra id, we
teachers feel satisfied to have presented
some facts and information coldly,
expec ting the application to res ul t
rather incidentally. P erhaps the modern vogue to shy away from moralizing
may account for our hesitancy to make
specific applications. Abuse of the
altar call m ay have given us a general
avers ion to appeal to the emotions.
Yet there is no valid reaso n for a
loose ending to the Bible lesson. Attention throughout th e hour should
be focused on certain expected outcom es. H aving arrived as nearly as
possible at these conclusions, a clearcut summary should be made. Then
as the final parting impression, a warm
vital appeal must be made to th e
class for d ynamic decision as a n act
of the mind and heart, a nd for firm
resolutions toward a course of action
as activity of the will. Ours is the task
to lead , to mold, and to inspire the
youngster to a life of faith and service
in the Kingdom of H eaven. To be
sure, to Covenant Children the Covena ntal Promises apply. To all, the
feeling of need for the power of the
Holy Spirit to a ttain to these en ds
must not be left uncertain.

Teachers, if we are to lay hold of
a ny factors for improving our teaching, we should do so only in the
spirit tha t this line suggests:
" Lord, if their guide I still must be
o let the little children see their teacher
leaning hard on thee. "
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H ere we must mention the work
the cle1gymen, F. C. Maurice and
Charles K ings/e)!, and of th e lawyer,
Ludlow, who started a C hri st ian socia l
movement.
T he socalled Chartists were members of the "'''Tork ing Men's Association " which was striving after poli tical
influ ence an d power. Not all the
members were in sympa thy with the
use of acts of violence. There were
two groups, n amely, the " physical
force party" (which prepared for revolution by m ea ns of armed forces) a nd
the "moral force party," which expected more of moral persuasion, educa tion, trade unions, a nd political
organiza tion.
In the latter group (the "moral
force party") these three m en, Maurice, Kingsley, and Ludlow, exercised
a great influ ence. T hey preached tha t
improvem ent of the situation could
not be atta ined by violence or even by
a change in the conditions themselves,
but had to come by way of a change
in the innermost h earts of m en. Kingsley took a sharp stand against those
who taught that changed co nditions
would be a suitable means for the
cha nging of men, a theory which was
later pu t forth by Karl Marx a nd has
been adopted as a law by Marx ists
recognized by them even today.
T h e followin g stateme nt once made
by Kingsley gives a clear view of hi s
principles :
I acknowledge, friends, that it is
infinitely cheaper a nd easier to be
reformed by the Devil than to be
reformed by God. For God is not
willing to reform society except on
the condition that each man reform s his own self  whereas the
Devil is prepared to be helpful in
reforming the I a w, parliament,
heaven, a nd earth without mentioning eve n a single word of such a
shameless demand, which refers to
us personally: that everyone should
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have to reform himself first of all.
Yea, the freedom of the individual
will always be respected by Satan.
The influence of these three men
on the development of the British
trade unions has been notable in spite
of the fact that they had to fight on
two fronts. On the one hand there
were the workers, who were suspicious
of them. They did not expect much of
Christians and of the church, which
always takes the part of th e rich. On
the other hand there were the well·to·
do people, who considered them to be
dangerous demagogues. But they went
forward to advocate the cause of
Christian social action in their sermons on Sundays, in public meetings,
in their writings in the daily press,
and in organizing those whom they
could reach.
The miserable conditions under
which the London tailors existed, for
example, inspired Kingsley to publish an article in the Moming Chronicle. As a result many tailors joined
the movement, a nd the co-operative
started by him gained many customers.
He called the movement later "The
Christian Socialist Movement"- using
the word "socialist" in the same
sense as was done la ter by Dr. Abraham Kuyper at the First Christian
Social Congress in 1891. Kingsley and
his partners had to struggle against
the individualistic theories of the 19th
century, of which we wrote above,
a nd in place of them they advocated
a common spirit of fellowship between the classes.
Published ar ticles describing the
plight of the workers and their families as well as the brilliant eloquence
of the R ev. Mr. Kingsley opened the
eyes of many. Among the workers
sympathy for the three men grew, but
so did the opposition on the part of
the leaders of the Anglican church.
Maurice was dismissed as professor
at King's Colleg·e. H e had lectured for
the workers in special courses on
Christian social principles, soc i a I
science, and economics. When he was
dismissed a petition signed by one
thou sand workers and supported by
many more thousands requ ested continued instruction. This led to the
foundation of a People's University:
"the working man's college." One
year after his dismissal at King's College Maurice was nominated to a
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professorship in Ethics at Cambridge
University and also became pastor of
St. Peter's Church, London.
The influence of Kingsley, Maurice,
and Ludlow on the British labor
movement is clearly demonstrated by
the fact that the revolutionary tendencies which affected the trade
unions on the European continent so
intensely did not make much headway
in the British unions, at least not
during the first decades. The theories
of Karl Marx had for a long time n o
influence in that movement.

On the Wrong Track
This situation (the suppression of
revolutionary, Marxist influence) was
not to be maintained, however.
Although a number of the British
trade union leaders are Christians,
their in fluence in later years is no
longer perceptible. The large coal
strike in 1926 had a strong revolutionary tendency. During the last war a
mutu al council was set up between
the British and the Ru ssian trade
unions, which has led to close co-operation between the two. The close relations with the Russians, the trip of
Sir Walter Citrine, president of the
British trade unions, to Moscow, etc.,
did not fail to have effect. T he British
labor leaders in 1944 promoted very
vigorously the organization of the
World Federation of Trade Unions
in which Communists held the leading posts. Nearly all the labor organizations in the different countries were
affiliated with this World Federation
with the exception of the Christian
trade unions and the American Federation of Labor. T he vV.F.T.U. once
counted about seven ty mill ion
(70,000,000) members.
A conflict arose in the board of the
W.F.T.U. in 1948 when the administrators of the Marshall Plan called for
the cooperation of the trade unions.
The board of theW.F.T.U. asked for
discussion of the matter. So strong was
the influ ence of Ru ssia that the general secretary, Louis Saillant, under
instr uctions from IVloscow, could prevent a ny discussion of the Marshall
Plan notwithstanding the fact that an
Englishman was the presidentl This
led to an open ru p ture, concerning
which we may write later. The Western trade unions then set up the Interna tional Federation of Fr ee Trade
Unions with strong sponsorship .of the

American u n ion s, including the
American Federation of Labor. This
International Federation 'now comprises the socialist trade unions of the
European continent and the American unions (A.F. of L. and C.I.O.) .
Let us - after this side trip - return
to the British trade unions. There are
more evidences of the influence of
revolutionary tendencies.
T his tendency is personified now
in that prominent British I abo r
leader: Aneurin Bevan of the Transport Workers, who was Minister of
Health in the last Labor cabinet. His
opposition to the Labor Party is well- .
known. T hough he is not a Communist, he is supported by Communist
leaders in the trade unions. What
course will these trade unions take?
The policy of the present British
unions is an unstable one and has
been so for many years. This is a consequence of the fact that there is no
leading principle, or, at least, no
Christian principle.
Our brief exposition of social conditions in Great Britain during the
period of industrialization together
with a few remarks regarding the development of the British trade unions
in later years is h erewith ended.
No other country in E u r 0 p e
r eached an equally high stage of development in industrialization at so
early a time as did Great Britain.
Great Britain has in many respects
always been different from the other
European, con tinental countries.
But Great Britain has not been
different in two respects, which we
wish to emphasize. First of all, it was
not different as regards the hardship
and suffering which the working class
experienced in the period of industrialization and under the free reign
of Enlightenment rationalism. And
second, it was not different in that it
exposes a lack of Christian social understanding on the part of the official
church, in spite of which a small
number of Christian m en, living out
of the Spirit of our merciful High
priest, J esus Christ, worked faithfully
to resist the public opinion and common mind of their time.
In the next article we will examine
the historical situa tion as it developed
in France, Germany, and Holland.
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